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He took t he qolden compa s s es, prepared
In God ' s eterna l store , to c 1rcu~8cri be
The Uni ve rse and a ll created th1oqs.
One f oot he cente red, and the otbe r turned
Round throuqh the vast profundity obscure ,
And said, "Thus far e xtend, thus f a r thy bounds ;
This be thy 1us t circumference. 0 Wor l d "
COVER The Ancient of Days Sriking the First Circle of the Earth
by William Blake
VERSE From Milton's Paradise Lost, VII. 225-31.
Supported by a grant from the EXXON EDUCATION FOUNDATION
EDITORIAL
Alvin IWlne
Harvey Mudd College
Claremont, CA 91711
714-621-8023
714-626-7828
The improved appearance ofthisnewsletter is a
resut ofthe efforts ofSusie W. Hakansson, Director
ofMathematics Programs atthe Center for Academic
Interinstttutiooal Programs (CAlP), Graduate School
of Education, UCLA, and her staff, who typed,
designed and prepared the pages through desk-top
publishing technology. The address labels were also
produced by CAIP.
Mutual support and coliaboration are part ofthe
raison d'elre olthe Humanistic Mathematics Network.
The Network also allows us to share ideas about
teaching, iearning and the nature of mathematics.
last year the Network coliaborated in the workshop
on Non Routine Problems inRoutine Courses led by
Sherman Stein at California State University
Northridge arranged by Elena A. Marchisotto of
CSUN. This year Prof. Marchisotto has arranged
four workshops at CSUN, co sponsored by the Net-
work wtth major funding from an Academic Program
Improvement grant. The four workshops wili be:
Problem Posing led by Stephen Brown, Calcuius led
by Robert Davis, Instilling Confidence and aSense of
Achievement in students led by Clarence Stephens
and New Directions inTeaching Statistics.
Exxon Education Foundation has awarded the
Network funds to acquire desk-top publishing
hardware and software, tosupport two conferences,
and to sustain the Network and Newsletter for the
year.
The Newsletter needs associate edttors tosolictt
and referee essays, report on local and regional
events and edtt sections such as book reviews, etc.
The Network needs regional orstaterepresentatives
tocoordinate conferences orother activtties and tobe
part of a steering committee. I hope that you wili
volunteer and! ornominate others.
With aminimum ofpublictty, alter three years, the
Network has grown from thirty to over five hundred.
The foliowing letter is typical of many we have
received.
, recently read the Humanistic Mathematics
Newsletter Number 1 and my enthusiasm for the
philosophy ofmathematics as ahumanistic discipiine
has prompted me towrtte toyou .. .. It is difficutt for
me toexpress inaformal letter how delighted I am to
find a910"" ofpeople who have the same perspective
on teaching that I do. The isolation towhich you refer
is very real. I look forward to meeting you and others
in the group so that I can express my enthusiasm
directly and share ideas. Definttely add my name to
your mailing list. Please send me reprints of the
previous newsietters and the dates for upcoming
meetings. I would iike to present a paper at one of
your meetings."
As one of the Vear of National Dialogue special
events, the Network issponsornq apenel discussion
on Humanistic Mathematics January 17, 9:30 am. at
the Louisvilie Math meetings. The penelists are Dr.
Lynne Cheney, Head ofthe National Endowment for
the Humantties who wili speak on 'The RoleofMath-
ematics inthe Uberal Arts." Other panelists are Philip
Davis of Brown Universtty, Ubiratan D'Ambrosio of
Univ. Estadual de Campinas, Brazil, and Alvin Whtte,
Moderator.
Dear Colleague,
From Newsletter #1
HARVEY
M UDD
COLLEGE
CLAREMO NT,
CALIFORNIA
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DEPARTMENT
O F
MATHEMATICS
n4-621...a023
August 3, 1987
This newsletter follows a three-day Conference to Examine Mathematics as a
Humanistic Discipline in Claremont 1986 supported by The Exxon Education Foun-
dation, and a special session at the AMS-MAA meeting in San Antonio January 19S7. A
common response of t he thir ty-six mathematician s at the conference was, "I was startled
to see so many who shared my feelings" .
T wo related themes that emerged from the conference were 1) teaching mathematics
humanistically, and 2) teaching humanistic mathematics. The first theme sought to place
the student more centrally in the position of inquirer than is generally the case, while at the
same time acknowledging the emotional climate of the activity of learning mathematics.
'What students could learn from each other, and how they might better come to understand
mat hematics as a meaningful rather t han an arbitrary discipline were among the idea of
the first theme.
The second theme was focused less upon the nature of the teaching and learning
environment and more upon t he need to reconstruct t he curriculum and the discipline of
mathematics i tself The reconstruct ion would relate mathematical discoveri es to personal
cou rage, relate discovery to verification, mat hematics to science, truth to ut ility, and in
general, to relate mathem atics to t he culture in which it is embedded .
Humanistic dimensions of mathematics discussed at the conference incl uded:
a) An appreciati on of the role of intuition , not only in understanding, but in creating
concep t s t hat appear in their finished versions to be "merely technical" .
b) An appreciation for the human dimensions that motivate discovery - competition,
cooperation, the urge for holistic pictures.
MEMBER OF THE CLAREMONT COLLEGES
c) An understanding of the value judgements implied in the growth of any disci-
pline. Logic alone never completely accounts for what is investigated, how it is
investigated, and why it is investigated.
d) There is a need for new teaching, learning formats that will help wean our students
from a view of knowledge as certain, to-be-received.
e) The opportunity for students to think like a mathematician, including a chance
to work on tasks of low defini tion, to generate new problems and to participate
in controversy over mathematical issues.
f) Opportunities for faculty to do research on issues relating to teaching, and to be
respected for that area of research.
This newsletter, also supported by Exxon, is part of an effort to fulfill the hopes of the
participants. Others who have heard about the conferences have enthusiastically joined
the effort. The newsletter will help create a network of mathematicians and others who
are int erested in sharing their ideas and experiences related to the conference themes. The
network will be a community of support extending over many campuses that will end the
isolation that individuals may feel. There are lots of good ideas, lots of experimentation,
and lots of frustration because of isolation and lack of support. In addition to informally
sharing bibliographic references, syllabi, accounts of successes and failures, , the network
might formally support writing, team-teaching, exchanges, conferences, .
Please send references, essays, half-baked ideas, proposals, suggestions, and whatever
you think: appropriate for this quarterly newslett er. Also send names of colleagues who
should be added to the mailing list . All mail should be addressed to
Alvin White
Department of Mathematics
Harvey Mudd College
Claremont, CA 91711
This issue contains some papers and excerpts of papers that were presented at the
conferences .
Hassler Whitney 1907-1989
Some recollections, 1979·1989
byAnneHLax
Some time, in 1979, I talked to Gail Hirsch aboutmy
work wnh NYU und",graduates, and my curiosity about
their mathematics schooling before college. Gail asked
me if I knew that Hassler WMney, in recent years, had
beendoing important work inmathematics education wtth
young children and their teachers; she had met him and
seenhimwork atBank Street College forTeachers, was
impressed wnh his ideas, and suggested that I contact
him.
I knew, of course, of Hassler Whnney, one of the
creators of modem topoiogy and also well known as
mountaineer and Alpinist, member of the Princeton in-
stnutefor Advanced Studies; but nenher Pet'" nor I knew
that he had been working in mathematics education,
mainly wnhelementary schoolchildren and theirteachers.
Hassler'ssecond care", occupied himduring the last
two decades of his life. Many ofhis mathematical, frst-
career colleagues and admirers wondered why such an
incisive, original researcher would abandon his seminal
worktotackle the complex intractableproblems ofeduca-
tion. And many of his second-career collaborators
wondered why he gave up his prestigious academic posi-
tionfor activnies that seemed lacking inscientific stimula-
tion and challenge, full of potentially frustrating
bureaucratic and polnical impediments to meaningful
changes. The mathematical community bemoaned the
'oss" ofns stellar members, whiie the educational com-
munity feared that the rough realnies would dampen-
perhaps bum out-the new spirn who,some thought, had
descended from the ivlX)' tower tojointheir ranks. Mem-
bers ofeach ofthese communnies wanted to know what
had led Hassler WMney to change careers, what ac-
counted for such a transformation or conversion in
Hassler. These questions are still being asked, even alter
hisdeath.
Since I did not know Hassler before or during his
careerchange, I shall leave descriptions ofthat p",iod to
those who knew him at the time; his mathematical biog-
raphers,who will report on his scientific contributions, and
his educational biographers who wnnessed his second
care", from ns beginnings, while I note here theanswers
he himseil gave when people asked him about histransi-
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tion wnhin my ear shot. These answers, together wnh
pedagogical views and their mathematical illustrations-
as well as his personal actions and reactions I am about
to recall-may well throw some light on how his two
careers can be perceived; not anmhetical and confiicting,
but the second as being a qune nalural outgrowth ofthe
first, resolving rath'"than creating conflict inHassler the
whole person.
To the question 'Why did you leave Harvard?", he
replied that he had some trouble thinking ofgood disser-
talion problems for his Ph.D. students. Tothe question
'What made you become interested in education, espe-
cially working wnh elementary school children and their
teachers?" Iheard him give several responses onvarious
occasions, among them ' wanted tobecome human" and
"For the sake ofour children."
On October 8, 1979, I addressed my first letter to
Hassler Whnney, asking him if he were willing to discuss
some ofhis pedagogical views inconnection wnh acourse
(Mathematical Thinking) we had designed at NYU for
incoming students. He must have responded by
telephone; he was always glad to be consulled about
mathematics education. He carne to New Yorkand had
lunch wnh Peter and me. This was the first ofalong series
of occasional visns Hassler paid to NYU, often inserting
them between olh", business hehad inNew York on the
sarne day-see somebody in The Little Red School
House, attend a meeting at Columbia, talk to Debbie
Meyer, look something up in a big library, renew his
passport, orattend a reunion of alpinists. Yet, he never
seemed tobe ina hurry. He would sn inmy office, listen
carefully to our accounts ofwhat happened ina Mathink
class, to our questions and doubts, and respond wnh
examples; for instance of how one group of children
derived a long division algorithm by sharing a given
amount ofplay money equally, or how different children
used a string ofcolored beads to get from 18to 42 and
invented various subtraction schemes to find 42·18
wnhout having touse anew "rule" for taking the unns' digit
8away from thesmallerdign 2, orother 'augtrt" schemes.
We exchanged examples ofhow agroup oflearners might
"act Oul"afamiliarsnualion,OOSelVe, reflect and eventual-
~ pursue various mathematical activ~ies to sort out ~s
sundry aspects andtake ~ further. We exchanged articles
wehad noticed, disagreed w~h orliked; he, ~ turned out,
knewalmost all the people I was just discovering: David
Hawkins (whom I had mel in Boulder andwhose work at
the Mountain VifNI Center intrigued me); Stella Baruk, the
French advocate fol children defeated I7t schocl mathe-
matics; and a host ofothers.
Hass would telephone, tell me when he planned tobe
in New York, we would arrange a time, and he would
arrive, usual~ w~h a small back pack containing papers
and his lunch. He was unperturbed I7t goings on in my
office-students who came and went, telephone calls,
etc.-content to read something while our conversations
were interrupted. He met several ofmy collaborators and
colleagues, snared Erika Duncan's and my interest inthe
roleof language inlearning mathematics and vis~ed our
workshop. He hadimmediate personal rapport w~h each
individual he met, said little, listened intent~ , even "be-
tween the lines.'
His pedagogical views might best be expressed I7t
quotes from his papers:
A primary aim of stu~ing mathematics
must be togrow inyour aNn natural reasoning
powers, especial~ indomains where precise
reasoning is valid. The growth must include
creative and cr~ical thinking, increasing con-
trol over one'swork, seeing connections w~h
related matters, and raising communication
skills. Simp~ stated, the individual must take
increasing responsibil~ over the work being
done...·(l)
He almost always illustrates such statements w~
littlemathematical examples serving as implic~ advice to
any teacher who might want to try out similar ideas. He
obvious~ did not believe in separating pedagogy from
'content', nor intellectual from emotional aspects oflearn-
ing. He did,haNever,separate schocl mathematics from
thespontaneous malhematical explorations children pur-
sue out of school and as pre-schoolers. He wrote, for
example,
•...the 'mathematical'experience ofmost
children these days, especial~ in the inner
c~, is one of trying to learn the rules of the
day; they give up seeing meanings some-
where inthe ear~ grades. The great need for
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the children is to return to their wonderful
preschool learning, when they were full of
v~aI~ and curios~, exploring their environ-
ment, observing a myriad of inter-coMec-
tions, and learning complex concepts and
skills like communicating verbaJ~ and norwer-
baJ~, beyond what any ofus aduns do, and
w~hout any iormal teaching" (2, p.l)
Later, in the same paper (2, p.e) he foliaNS an ex-
ample ofa simple'subtraction through add~ion' scheme
that mirrors achild's thoughts w~h the following:
'Warning: DO NOT try toteach thisl for
m must understand, i.e. get ~ into m
thoughts, inm way. The superior~ inother
countries is large~ because thay teach less,
knaNing the children are intelligent. We~
we knaN this, but act otherwise, through . • .
teaching each little step, destroying the kids'
thought processes inthe school s~uation ....
His op~ion to the formal teaching of anthmelic in
the ear~ grades was strengthened I7t his discovery ofa
1935 report I7t LP.Benezet (3) on an educaJionai experi-
ment carried out in New Hampshire. Hassler distributed
copies and called attention to ~ at every opportuMy. In
case you have not seen it, let me just say that the
experiment, as I recall ~, was run inthe public schools of
some New Hampshire mill taNns w~h large immigrant
populations and consisted in selecting classes in which
formal arithmetic instruction was suspended during
grades 1-3. These children and a 'contror group oftheir
trad~iona l~ taught contemporaries were later examined
and interviewed. Those who hatj,"re~eived formal ar~h ­
meticinstruction pertormed better than theircounterparts
not on~ in solving mathematical problems; they also
reasoned more mature~ and respons ib~, were more
involved w~h theirstudies and more ' alive"
Hassler's curios~ about this experiment and the
reasons for ~s abandonment led himtosearch for people
who remembered Benezet, and learn about poltlical
repercussions ofthe experiment. (Allthis willbe reported
elsewhere (4).) In any case, I asked Hassler what, inthe
experiment, had replaced formal ar~hmetic instruction.
He said more time was devoted tocommunication skills.
I thought Hassler's condemnation of teaching was a bit
extreme and questioned him about what role hethought
teachers sould play. I found some ofmy questions in a
letter I had written tohim on September 13. 1984. after he
had visned us inour Adirondack retreat. This and some
other letters inmy file refer to"unfinished conv",sations",
evidence of seeds ofthought~metimes mathemati·
cal, sometimes education~hat Hassi", planted in
peopiewnhwhom he chatted, andwhich they then mulled
over andoften developed further.
About his warning against teaching. I asked how
teachers might inniate the kinds offruitful explorations he
advocates. I have since learned abit about that, partly by
following Hassler's example. and partly by listening to
students and pointing out connections between their con-
cerns andsome piece ofmathematics that they might find
helpful. I also pointed out to Hassler that his ideal non-
teaching facilnator would need toask the nght questions
to help the exploring novices get unstuck or take a next
step before they get too frustrated ordiscouraged intheir
investigations. I reminded Hassler of the questions he
had asked me when I tned to figure out why sailboats,
when you tet goofthe mainsheet and rudd"', tum intothe
wind--questions that were rooted in a deep under-
standing of scient if ic princip les which most
teachers!facilnators rarely have. .
The sailboat conversation was, as the reader will
discover in the next page a very hands-on, real wond
problem, right up Hassler's pedagogical alley.
Inthe summer of 1934. Peter and I invned Hass to
spend a few days wnh us at our Adirondack retreat on
Loon Lake. He had planned tobe at the Benning10n music
camp (he played violin) and decided to combine visning
us wnh nnding a place called Hurricane. where he had
spent some time as a boy on alamily vacation. Charac-
teristically, he arranged his drive from Vermont soas to
allocate a prescribed time interval to his search and still
reach his destination as planned; and sure enough, al-
though Hurricane Village nolonger existed, he found the
area by onenting himsellwnh the help o1Hurncane Moun-
tain,which hehod climbed more than six decades earli",.
We have aSailfish (atiny sailboat). He had not saiied
before and was eager to try. Aft'" saifing wnh me for a
while. he wanled to handlethe boat alone. I got oft and
swam toour dock. remembering how.alew years earli",.
I had capsized repeatedly inthe process oflearning how
tosail.and how tiring nwas tocapsize. nght the boat. get
back on, capsize again, several times inarow. I watched
Hass Irom the dock. saw him capsize. right the boat and
get back on only tocapsize again. Hass was then about
tt, and I became concerned that he. too. might nnd the
struggle tinng. I then noticed that he was holding the
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mainsheet at a wrong place and shouted instructions.to
him. He revised his gnp and had no funh", trouble.
However, as he brought the boat back to the dock. his
eyeglasses dropped into the water, out of his sight. We
looked for them. tooktirns diving lorthem inthehope of
seeing them or feeling them inthe sand, but to noavail.
Hass had a square pair and was. usual, notat all upset
by the mishap.
The next morning was sunny and clear.n~windy, so
I decided to make my 6:30 am swim near the dock and
make anomer attempt at retrieving the glasses. When I
got to the dock, there was Hess already in the water.
evidently wnh the serne plan. He clearly enjoyed the
challenge though the object to be retrieved was of little
impcnant tohim. The glasses were not recovered during
that season. nor tothis day.
From the Adirondacks. Hassler returned topnnceton.
I to New York. I took him up on his offer to drive me to
New York and drop me at my of1ice. The conversation
about sailboats occurred dunng that trip. He asked me
aiso III had ever wondered inwhat ways tightrope walkers
were helped inmaintaining theirbaiance by the long rods
they hold in their hands. I hod no idea, and he again
asked some incisive questions that started my thinking.
Months later, when I merttioned the tightrope problem in
anoIher context, Hess asked III had had achance tothink
about nand take nfurther. I sheepishly admitted that I
had n~. In retrospect, I wonder II his Harvard graduate
students similarly got distracted or were insulliciently
involved wnh their dissel1ation problems to take them
further. and IIthis had made Hasslerleel that his lecturing
and teaching at Harvard had been too remote from his
students, and that he had to nnd ways 01 helping them
gain the necessary con1idence and control toget the kind
ofjoy out ofdoing mathematics that he was experiencing
in his research.
Hassler deposeed me andmy duffle bag at my of1ice
before going on toPrinceton. Just as I was settling down
towork, heappeared at my door asking IIhemighl use
my telephone. He explained that he had locked his car
keys illlo histrunk andwas investigating ways ofgetting
himsell out ofthis dilemma These included telephoning
tosee IIhis second set ofkeys might be broughtfrom his
house to New York; II not, telephon i~g his Princeton
garage; and as last resort.calling alocallocksmfihtoopen
his trunk. His equanimity, even slight amusement at
having done such a silly thing, immediately stopped me
from thinking 'this would not have happened II he had
gone directly toPrinceton.nor III had helped get my dullie
bag out ofhis trunk" andother guilty musings Iam ordinari·
~ prone to. Hassler solved his problem viaalocal Iock-
smith who arrived sooner and charged less than
expected.
One day, when Hassler was to drop by before going
toameeting atColumbia. hedisplayed the same amazing
equanimity. He telephoned, saying he would be a little
late because his waliet had been stolen by asubway pick
pocket, and he needed to do something about important
stolen papers. When he arrived, on~ a iittle late, he
showed no signs of annoyance, let alone anger, or any
kind of stress. He seemed totakethings as they came,
tostay on top ofall situations.
During the period when Erika and liedworkshops for
teachers, we worked intwo high schools and one elemen·
tary school in Brook~n, under a Ford Foundation grant.
We told Hassler how much we enjoyed the hospftable
atmosphere created by a supportive principal and an
enthusiasticbunch ofteachers ofgrades K-4;andthat this
was the least pressured, most receptive school ive
regul~ vlsfted. Hassler said he was interested inBrook-
~n elemerrtary schools and decided tojoinus atthe next
workshop there. As usual, he listened hard andsaid little.
However, he left some sheets ofpaper (see below andp.
Sb) for any child or teacher who might want toplay wfth
them. I noticed them only by chance at the end of the
session and stuffed them into my briefcase. We learned
insubsequent weeks that acoupleofteachers had also
seen them, had fiddled around wfth them, used them in
classes, and told us what their kids had done wfth them.
Before leaving the elementary school that day,
Hassler had achat wfth the principal. I learned later that
she had put him intouch wfth another, extremely troubled
Brooklyn elementary school. Hassler was grateful toher
and enthusiastic about a new challenge. It was qufte
usual for him to be pleased when things were going well,
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but to feel that his presence was not needed in such
places. I suspect he plaMed touse the occasion togain
•entry into a 'difficulr school where he would be needed
and that he just ascertained, en passant,that things were
·going well enough at our school, well enough to leave
behind these little gems-not your ordinary educational
'materials", butmore seeds for thoughts that might fallon
·fertileground.
I saw Hassler at the January meetings in Phoenix
talking toagroup ofpeople includingU.D'Ambrosio inthe
.lobby one evening. As I stopped togreet this little group,
one member Qcannot recall who) asked ff any ofus had
· sen V.G. Paley's article'DnUsteningtoWhattheChildren
Say' (5). I quickly said 'yes, infact I sent a copy of~ to
Hassler," and I heard Hassler ~ "This is the most
•importantarticle Ihave seen since Benezet'sl' Ifound this
rather refreshing, because at many previous meetings
Hass had seemed so preoccupiedw~ Benezet's experi·
· ment that most people who wanted tohear about some of
his other ideas and concerns began to feel he was a M
•hung-up on Benezet. But his most recent activ~ies and
wr~ings show that he was forging ahaad on many educa-
tional fron1s, was gaining breadth and balance in is ex-
• pression, and kept growing.
During our mathematical or educational conversa-
tions, Hassler would ofren make some personal remarks.
• AI some point he began tospeak fondly and admiringly of
Barbara, apainter. Sometime later he told us that he and
• Barbara had decided to get married. Eventually we met
Barbara, awarm, delightful person, who seemed tosup-
port and supplement his educational interests and toadd
- an artistic, aesthetic component, helping him towards his
goal ofbecoming even more 'human".
OnApril28, 1989, Shirley Hillwasscheduledtospeak
at NYU on "The Future ofEducation inUrban America',
one of several regional talks she was giving about the
report Everybody Counts. I had called ~ to Hassler's
attention. He phoned tosay that he planned to come to
New York, also to take care of some other matters in
preparation for a trip to Europe he and Barbara were
planning totake inthe summer. They were tospend the
_night atour house and go back toPrinceton on April 29,
the next day. On April 27 Barbara called to let me know
that Hassler had had asevere stroke. He didnot recover.
-Barbarr was in touch wnh me during her sad time
since April 27. Hassler's family gathered inPrinceton; he
died on May 10. I visned the following Sunday. His
- daughter Moll, who had come from New Zealand, had
called me, wanting to talk about her father's work in
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education. She had developed some explorations -of
pentominoes inher father's spirit. She also thought she
had alerted himtothe importance ofkeeping track ofunns
(dimensional analysis) when setting up andsoiving equa-
tions that describe scientific phenomena or, for that mat-
ter, any situation (Hassler had published abeautffullittle
article on the motion ofasimplependulum using only the
uMS toderive the fundamental relations, see (6). I have
never understood why high school and college teachers
so rarely use this essential tocl inthe classroom tokeep
the meaning of formulas in mind and/or to check that
algebraic manipulations andresulls make sense, i.e., are
dimensionally cooect.)
Molly told about her own scientific training and her
present wOfk inNew Zealand. She rec~ed the words ofa
round her father had written about a bullerfly struggling
out of~s cocoon, and I hope tosee awritten version also
of the melody. The words symbolize his educational
philosophy.
I briefly met some of Hassler's other children, their
spouses and his grandchildren; they would all disperse
the next day. Barbara, stiil abn overwhelmed, would stay
in Princeton.
After talking w~ Molly, I thought Hassler's 'for the
sake ofour children' undoubtedly included his own. He
was one ofthe rare people who, in discussing a mathe-
matical problem w~h others, did not let his own agenda
get in the way of listening, thus allowing himseff toleam
from others, including young students. He would ofren
report about such experiences w~h delight. Molly may
well have inniated his emphasis on unns in elementary
mathematics instruction.
In the present climate ofeducaJionai reform,the ques-
tion 'What is the impact (of this project Of that)?' is ofren
raised, especially by program officers offunding agencies
whowantto maximizethe effects ofthe grantsthey award.
'What has been the impact ofHassler's work inmathe·
matics education?' will undoubtedly be asked by many
people. As others teU their reminiscences, very dffferent
Hasslers may appear, he touched different individuals in
different ways. He did not teach or preach. I conjecture
that his impact wiil grow as the seeds of thought and
reflection he planted subtly continue totransform people
he touched, and who, inturn, will have their educational
ripple effects.
Hassler enjoyed solving problems-in mathematics,
in mountain climbing, ineducation. He tock inthe whoie
situaiicn, formulated simpie goals and enjoyed the
process-the means ofattaining them-sat least as much
Ias getting there. I have heard him comment 00 how good
afeels to negotiate a path through thick woods, even in
the dark, tobephysically lit; and though I did not hear him
say so, I am sure he fek that same delight in blazing his
mathematical trails and in feeling intellectually fit and In
control. He did not see why these struggles and pleasures
of growth should belong oniy to a privileged few.
Everybody, he thought, should have a chance to grow,
gaincontro~ become responsible,andthat schools should
helprather than hinder this process. After attending some
mathematics education policy committee ofaschool sys-
tem, hesaid , he goals are sosimple, but inthe discus-
sions people lose sight ofthem andclutter up the path wa
short term 'objectives".
Hassler attacked problems wah his eyes wide open,
tolerant and patient wah impediments to be overcome,
deeply involved. He said to louise Raphael, when she
was arotatorat the N.S.F. "peoplethink I am naive; I am
not naive." Indeed, he was not naive, but neaherwas he
b~sse. ~
Hassler was not,martyr who, from a sense of duty,
sacrificed his time and mathematical talent for the sake of
education. On the contrary, he did precisely what he
wanted todoinboth his careers, his mountaineering, his
music, and in his interections wah others. May his ex-
ample convince the mathematics researchand educatioo
communfles that there is, infact, no real schism between
them. What he advOCaled ineducation-using chiidren's
curiosity tohelp them explore, individuallyand in groups;
have them communicate and revise their findings, leam
to justify and defend their reasoning methods; struggle
and feel good when they gain ground and control; become
so Involvedthatthey no longer need eaher approval from
authoraies orextemal incentives-is, after all,what good
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researchers do, a1bea at a different level. This is what
human learning is all about, not just for mathematicians
and scientists, but for all who want to understand, help
modify, and find their places in our complex world.
Noles and lefelences
1. H. Whaney. Coming Alive in School Malh and
Beyond, June, 1985
2. H. WMney. Malhematical Reasoning, Early
Grades. Growth throughinvolvement, curriculum outline.
May, 1988
3. L P. Benezet. The Story ofan Experiment, Jour-
naloflhe NationalEducation Association, 1935, 24(8) pp.
241-244,24(9) pp. 301-305, and 1936, 25(1) pp. 7-8.
4. Whitney's educational papers and correspon-
dence is being collected wah the help of his widow,
Barbara She was established aFund for aMathematical
Education, c/o W. Guthrie, Rider College School of
Education and Human Services, lawrenceville, N.J.
06648, so that WMnay's educational works can be
catalogued and made available for study and biographical
. information. W. Guthrie and other colleagues are helping
wah this task; further details will be announced probably
OJ Focus (MAA), The Mathematics Teacher (NCTM) and
other publications.
5. V.G. Paley On Ustening toWhat the Children Say,
Harvard Educational Review, 1986, 56(2) pp. 121 -131.
6. H. Whaney The Mathematics ofPhysical Quan-
tities, Part II, Quantity Structures and Dimensional
Analysis, American Malhematical Monlhly, March 1968,
p.254.
The Visits of Hassler Whitney to Brazil
Hassler Whitney, In Memoriam
by Ubiratan D'Ambrosio
Beginning in 1975, Hassler Whnney visned Brazil
almost every year until 1985. Regularly, in April orMay
wewould count on him for a months visn toCampinas.
In 19751 was the Director ofthe Mathemalics Instnute
ofthe State Un"ersny ofCampinas (UNICAMP) inBrazil.
We had received a research grant which allowed us to
invite foreign visitors. I was working in Geometric
Measure Theory and was particularly interested inthe late
mathemalical work ofHassler Whnney. But he was such
a renowned mathematician that n was unlikely that he
would accept an invnation to visn a new Malhematics
Instnute in a relatively small town in Brazil, invned by
someonewhom he didnot know personally. Wnh some
hestancn,I dared write tohim. The reply came promptly,
very simple and sincere saying, to my surprise, thal he
was afraid he had not much to offer in Malhematics
because since a few years back he had fully committed
himse~ toMathematics Education. Even though, he was
ready tocome nwe would have interest inhis kind ofwork.
By then we were beginning a major pcoject in Math
and Science Educalion, sponsored by the Organizalion of
American States and Iwas also committing myse~to Math
Education. Whitney's letter was a pleasant surprise and
Iwrote back, invning him as an OAS consullant. The visn
of Hassler Whnney to the Math Education group would
bring to our group, which was struggling for survival
among hard core mathemallcians, some respectabilny.
Indeed, he arrived andinhis affable style got involved
wnh our projects in Math Educalion, visned and lectured
in elementary and secondary schools and to groups of
school teachers and absorbed just about everything we
were trying todo,always offering acute remarks and ideas
for improvement. At the same time he agreed to offer a
few lectures to the Malhematics Insmule, more in the
nalure of malhemalics, about his processes of c,",l ing
~athemalics and about history. Of Course, his presence
" the Malhematics Instnute was a source ofexcnement,
but he was reaily more al ease among Malh EducaJors,
school teachers and children.
Of course,we reserved for him the best hotel intown.
Afew days later hemoved todowntown, toavery simple
hotel, and every year since he would return to the same
hotel. He became known to the people in town, since
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everyday, he was jogging in downtown Campinas. We
would pick him up in the moming and he worked all day
inhis office. He was very excited about his"part B"as he
used tocall asetofnotes he brought in. He became very
excned about Benezet's paper. But he always preferred
tovisn schools. He was eager tosee the schoois, talk to
teachers and children and torevise our work. He devoted
himse~ tous. He would require practically nothing ofthe
formalnies we always have wnh visnors and insisted an
being called Hass. IIwas very easy toplease Hass wnh
aregular family dinner and he loved tobring his violin and
playa duo oratrio wnh my children before they would go
to bed. Then amid good and varied conversalian we
would learn superb lessons of Ine, oflove and ofcare for
mankind. Several colleagues had the same experience
and the return of Hass was always requested. He very
easily accepted invnalions to spend a few days inother
small towns, lecturing and always vlsning schools and
talking wnh children and teachers.
To a number of Malhemalics Educators in Brazil
Hassler Whitney was amost influential figure. I personally
owe him much ofmy views an Malh Education. His first
visn to Brazil and my first contact wnh Hass was when I
had finished my first version ofthe Chapter on "Objectives
and Goals for Mathematics Educalion", for ICME 3, in
Karisruhe. His reaction tomy controversial posdon was
highly posnive. Our friendship and professional ties grew
and a convergence ofviews an Malh Educalian was for
me reassuring and surely the best encouragement I
received to develop what I later called "eth·
nomalhematics". I was reassured ofhis support tothese
controversial ideas when inHelsinki he invned me tobe a
Vice-President of ICMI while he was the President. Our
relations inthe fouryears inthe EC ofICMI were excellent,
always very close to children and to school teachers.
Besides his regular visns toBrazilwe wouldmeet inthree
or four occasions every year in different places. Those
four years were for me a most rewarding and beautiful
human and professional experience.
Wrth Hassler Whnney I learned much about educa-
tion, kindness and, above a1I,1 experienced the company
of someone that revealed, while rejecting pride and ar-
rogance, the highest moral and intellectual standing.
EDUCATION IS FOR THE STUDENTS' FUTURE
(Draft)
Hassler Whitney
Institute lorAdvanced Study
Princeton, NJ 085«1
october, 1987
The problems ofeducalion are stillonus. The pubflc
wants something done now, sowecan getback toother
pressing matters. Professionals sil( 'The schools are
improving; the test scores show a little upturn. The worst
is over." District boards of education and pol~icians are
calling lor stronger superintendents and principals, who
will 'notlet them get awil( w~h it." And state departments
ofeducation are warning schools to' Raisethose scores,
or we willhave totake <Ner."
In the center of all this chaos lie the students and
teachers. They are getting the real blame; yet they are
powerless to do anything about~ . The increasing pres-
sures force them into routines (drill and practice, mostly)
that have been there the whole century (see Cuban, 3),
and the resulting rote learning is making impossible the
meaningful learning ofskills, letalone using them outside
theschool.
The realtragedy isthai the result is increasinganxiety
and desperation onthe part of the students, resulling in
increased dropping out, delinquency, drugs, crime and
suicide. The long-range problem of shifting the whole
process isbasic; but the immediate need is to lessen the
pressures and allow (and aid) the schools tochange their
wil(s. There is increasing desire and understanding
which can get the process started, if we can only help
rather than attack them. But the negative forces are
strong and on high levels. II is essential thai we make
conceited efforts toget communicalion and cooperation
towards a truce so understanding and reform can take
place. This is the reason formy wr~ing these lines.
The continued failure is proof that we are missing
something basic. It is clear that we must apply real
problem soiving, decision making, tomake avalid upturn.
The whole s~ualion is very complex, w~h many features
ofvaried sorts p1il(ing important roles. We cannot expect
to changethe w",kings of such a ~uation forthe b6;ter
w~hout adeep understanding ofthe wholedynamics lying
underneath; so we have to find the features of most
importance, chcose basic and workable goals, and use
those goals to check on what we are doing. Only inthis
way can we make either immediate mprovemera orlong-
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range success; so I am asking us toget atthis job, along
~h any other activ~ies we feel pressed to do.
We knowthal rote learningisuseless forapplications;
we know thatpressures and mass testing holds teachers
down toteaching by rote; and we know that, in sp~e ofour
struggles, nothing has changed. But also, we have no
real faith in children's being ' abletothink' 0speak espe-
cially ofwe who study them inthe classroom), and we are
just too busy togive the needed attention tothis massive
ferment; sowe let~ go. But what we can do is make ~ a
basic commitment, and aid others inthe task.
II the working goals contain the most essential ele·
ments, that will besufficient to keep us ona good track.
So I consider first where we want young adulls tobe, and
then the schooling needed tohelp them get there.
Basic goal lor the future: Adults will have the power
and comm~ment tohelp mankind towards keeping usand
the planet as awell functioning whole.
There are several parts to this, from the deep tothe
outwardly clear.
(1) The comm~ment involves areal sense ofrespon-
sibil~ . This is moral, spir~ual , ethical, rather than intel-
lectual.
(2) We need adeep understanding ofthe world and
society inall ~s complex interrelations; this must allow us
tocarry out sane decision making.
(3) Power ofreasoning is usedtosort out and com-
prehend our complex wortd.
(4) The actual knowledge is at the basis of the
understanding and decision making.
Schooling isaprocess, sowe state its goals interms
ofthe process.
Basic goal lor education: Students will be alded in
growing toward the above goals.
Growing is iJtegrating onesell in all one's functions,
essentially through one's lifeexperimces. As an adult,
there will be no teacher to watch ever yOU; yeu have to
control everything you do. So experiencing such ac-
tiv~ies, controlled by you, is a fundamental part of your
learning.
l
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We look more al the individual goals. Responsibility
and comm~ment cannot be taught. They come from
experiencing and appreciating the common good when
you have worked toward that end. For instance (from
Glenn and Warner, 5) al breakfast on the farm, all the
eldended family there, the three-year old isadmonished:
"how doyou expect us todoour work whenyou have not
brought inthe eggs which nourish us?' The childsenses
the warm and nourishing tone behind this, and ismoved
insidetogreater comm~ent.
Decision making is an intellectual conclusion; in dif·
ficull s~uations ~ must be based on both your careful
thinking and on your deeper Ille experiences. (How to
bring these experiences to your attention has been
studied by Gendlin4.) It is particularly the human~ies,
including history, which are the source ofgrowth in this
area inschool and college. But outsideexperiences may
be still more important.
Goal 3 will be served in part by all school work,
especially through discussion, and partly by one's con-
linuedneed for growth and control. And goal 4 isessen-
lially on factual content (and easily describable
processes); ~ is this part which is tested on the usual
standardized tests, hence concentraled on by teachers.
Nole thallanguage skills, ar.d communciation more
generally, is a basic part of the above. So discussions
shouldbe, in part, about such communication.
Are allstudents inherently capable ofsuch goals? As
preschoolers, they certainly grew in all ways, learning
complicaled and subtle things like communciation, faster
than they ever will again; and all wllhout formal teaching.
Uke all animals, they losenone ofthese capabil~ ies while
growing. So their apparent loss in school is due to our
pressures,nol tothem. Thefactthat thereare essentially
no 'disadvarrtaged" children is shown for example by
Benezet's experienees; see (I). Those ofus whohave
worked carefullyw~h children indllficullies are ingeneral
well aware ofthis.
We are now al the basic part ofour work, to pick out
the essential features ofschooling and see what can be
done about themtowork towardthe goals. Solet us look
althal clear issue, rote learning. First ofall, what sort of
thing is learning? Has ~ degrees of intellect? I see four
distinct levels:
Level O. You do as you are supposed to, mechani-
cally, w~hout thought. Drill goes directly to this. It is
thoughyou were becoming the hardware ofacomputer.
Levelt . Uke level 0, except that you must dosome
tTansl.Ung from words totask. Thus thisislike software.
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Level 2. As~ualion isdescribed, from which you must
pick out the particular task required. This is like being a
computer operalor. It islikeour usual solving ofIlIe'slittle
problems, w~hout tryingto push into new directions.
Level3. The s~uation is complex, perhaps w~h sub-
tleties;you attempt tofind meanings, questions,and come
up w~h answers !halmay corrtaln breakttvoughs. This is
like being adesigner ofcomputers.
A final level would consist of crealive inspiralions,
leading tonew points ofview.
The elflerenee between the first two levels is shown
by the National Assessment (NAEP) questions: Do 21+
54 (written in vertical form), correctly answered by 90
percent ofthe 9-year oIds, and 'Whalisthe sumof21 and
54?', w~h 69 percent correct. Apparently, the children
were well drilled in the simplest add~ion; but wilen mere
translating 'sum' into the command (these were dllficull
children),the couldnolbe'software," having been trained
tobe"hardware"
This makes evident also thedllficuity intryingtoteach
children problem solving: Teaching ~ turns ~ into a lower
level; but inreal Ilia II isnot on that level (and the teacher
is nol there for you).
Is the US Iatling behind other nations? We certainly
mean this question on a high level of thinking. Yet the
"inlernalionaJ comparisons' are carried out mostily through
standardized tests, wIlich are almost completely on the
lowest levels. These tests may as well bedisregarded.
They teil us about schooling, nol about high thinking.
What is rote learning in school, and why does ~
happen? We mostly believe thal in school malh, the
children are simply leaming what you shouid doon given
tasks, for instance intwo-dig~ subtraction, w~hout trying
to get the meaning behind it. I find reality QU~e different.
The children are mostily tryingto put down correct marks
for thai day, not correct answers to quesUons (or tasks).
They don' look al the questions; they guess atwhat sort
ofmarks (numbers) toput down.
I have described in (1 0) how children are confounded
by changing rules for subtraction, given apaffern (as they
see ~) of four dig~s making a square box. And this is
typical oftheiratt~udes which are formed early andnever
change (unWcollege perhaps): Learn the rules of thal
day. And guess whal todo; meanings don' count.
But then how can they be sureofcorrect answers in
using ~hmetic outside school? Of course, they don' try;
the know very well that school malh isfor school, not for
the outside. (compare Carraher etal.,(2).)
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Let us look atthe attnude about "math" ofthe textbook
wrters, the testers, and probably the teacher trainers; for
these ofnecessity become the attnudes ofthe teachers.
For them, math is a set of skills and subskills, wnh
nght ways to doevef)'lhlng. The students are supposed
to see relations among skills, which make n easier to
rememberthem; but for them,under "rules for the day" the
complexnies merely get all mixed upwnh each other, so
they can only guess what todo.
The general professional attttude is: "'now all the
skills; inaparticular case see which skill isneeded." This
is similar to the attttude of mathematicians, directed at
students: "learn more math; you will need nlater." Uis
experience in mathematical reasoning in various situa-
tions that isneeded; the bare mathematical facts can be
learned through that reasoning, and on the job.
The basic difference can be seen through levels of
thought: Level 0 (and 1) learning is almost useless; ncan
Cllllyhelpspeed you up. Uis level 2that can bepracticed
routinely; wnh level 3 tochallenge students and get them
used to carrying out their work, especially through ex-
plorations, organizing, and the like.
Thus the math aJfficvlum, in terms of topics to be
taught, misses the students; and the i1structiona!
methods should certainly not be a bare presenting of
material,
I believe I am expressing what has been the normal
aMude about math among professionals, and among
those trying to make immediate improvement in schools.
But I also see an increasing move toward deeper under-
standing, leading tothe view I am presenting here. Jhave
certainly seen a far greater commtment to true learning
In the last year ortwo than I could have expected before
that time, so I have real hopes for basic improvement.
We all want very much tohelp others, and try todo n
through advising them. But this tells them what we think
they should do, reducing them tolevel 0or1: do what you
should. And we really do not want that tohappen. So we
must also realize the difficuUies ofschoolteachers shifting
from presentation ofmatenal tohelping the students start
explonng snuations. (And of course n applies on the
college level also.)
I now look at the problem ofgetting real improvement
started. The flIldamentaJ problem is that of getting
changed attitudes.
On the one hand, nis easy. Chaning wnh a student
who "cant think," ff I speak of things I am Interasted in,
say going Shopping, the student islikely tothink ofsimilar
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thins also andshortly she orhe isdoing real malhematic~
thinking. .
The teacher attnude "they cannot" (place value, long ;
division, percent, whatever) is very strong. For one ex..
ample,agroup ofsix teachers On BraziQ said "Itisimpos. I
sible to teach Ioog divislonl" (wnh a Cllle-dign divisor),
After some discussion, I "paid them for writing that article :
together": Plain popsicle sticks were ooes, reds were ,
tens, blues were hundreds, those two yellows were
thousands. "Wtrt dClll~ you share n?" Then remained
passive. Intime, they decided tousa the money bag, and .
exchanged a yellow for ten blues (tied together wnh a
rubber band). Soon the sharing was accomplished, wtth
. some ones left over. I then asked them to repeal, a b~
structured (big mooey first), and record. Looking at the
recording andseeing the a1gonthm, they exclaimed "Now
J know thar my chIldren canr They knew their children
could carry out thai experience as well as they did. In( )
I describe how tocontinue this process toasolidity inthe
topic, which many say should be thrown out ofthe teach-
ing schedule (of course nshould na be taught).
Turning to these students again, whal might we look
for inthem toshow real progress being made? Of course
the first thing is, they must be there. This means, net just
in body but insplrn also. There isnoway togrow toward
the goals wnhout this. So let us walk into a typical class-
room and look atthe students. We know from Goodlad
(6) (and from our own experience) that we are most apt
to see boredom, passivity, lethargy; they are half alive.
We would not choose any ofthese students tocome and
help us. So the climate ofclassrooms is basic; i1volve-
ment ofthe students inrea! study is a1bsolutely essantial,
for at least a good part oftheir time and energy.
And how can we get involvement? Is n there auto-
matically wnh a good climate? Unfortunately, no; the
students, having had those poor attnudes for years, have
no experience with Involvement. "So we have tomotivate
theml" We let them play games, getting points for nght
answers. This isblowing on that bn ofspark inside, hoping
aflame will be lit. But such a spark will burn out at once
wnhout inner nourishment. The spark of life must be
nourished from inside. And this comes from inner invol-
vement, that preschool type of cunosity and desire for
exploration, that must be revived. And just as attnudes
can jump forward, then go forward later more easily,the
same is true for the spark ofrrfe, the true involvement.
Finally, I look more directly atwhat we can do. On
the local level, this involves communicatioo andcoopera-
tion wnh the groups in school, so wework together. We
are just beginning to see cooperation among the eeuca-
tlon groups involvee; compare Meier and Shanker. Help-
ing gel such cooperalion started can work wonders.I On the higher 1~e1 , for instance with.state boards of
eeueation, getting Into real communication may be dif-
ficutt. But aisextremely important, because ofthe power
'exercisee over the schools. Getting intouch, toget areal
'Ievel of communication, may no! be easy. They do not
understand, seem no! to hear what we say, and vice
ersa Continueecontact, finding some bits oftopics with
similar interests,can lead to better communication. I find
my aMude of acceptance and respect for anyone I am
iwahtoallow closer communication rapidly; but continuing
may still be hard.I In a group of a few people, desiring to get into the
,heart of matters, there are some simple principles that
,help.Making short, carefully thought out, statements, and
,thenpausing, promotes real listening and consideration.
The others and you gain from this. Neaher pushing nor
pulling may help; but accepting theprocess underway and
looking for atime tocontinue it,is likely toalleast give a
few peoplehappy togofurther.
Ihave saidalot without being able tohear responses,
so I stop here. After more contacts, I expect to wrae
further, and I hope better still. In particular, I am starting
a series of eXploration topics which can be playee with
(wahout help, as faras possible); these, Inpart, combine
science wah math. And a particularpurpose is to have
them usee ingroups, which will help wah language skills
and communication ingeneral.
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PDP/Academic Excellence Workshops in Mathematics
Talk delivered atthe Southem California MAA meeting November II, 1988.
M. CahaJine (Kay) Hudspeth
Director, Minority Engineering Program
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
3801 W. TempleAve.
Pomona, CA 91768
I
Let us fantasize for a bit about the characteristics we
would like to see in our r,dear student of mathematics:
curious, logicaly precise, persistent, understands con-
cepts and their applications, communicates effectively in
the language ofmathematics, and so on. How can we as
mathematicians develop thesetrails in our students?
nat this time we are not satisfied wnh our students'
pertormance, we must realize that our educational chal·
Iengewill become even greater as our classrooms reflect
the growing cuttural diversity of our countly as wemove
totheTwenly·first Century. By the year 201 0inCalnomia,
for Instance, thewhne non-Hispanic students will be inthe
minority; for some of our campuses that is already the
reality. Thus we mathematicians must n~ only learn how
to teach moreeffectively the traditional 18 to21 year-old,
middle-class wMe student, but we also must develop
pedagogy that is effective wnh those from other cuttural
andeducational backgrounds.
Now imagine a group of Black, Hispanic and
American Indian students meeting voluntarily 4 hours
each week to discuss mathematics. They usually are
working insen-selected groups of3 or4. As the quarter
progresses, they have become qute comfortable wnh
each omer and have nohesnancy to move around the
room to check on how anolher group is approaching a
problem. Friendly rivalries develop, and they will good-
humoredly challenge each ~her's solutions. To break the
routine, the Facilnators will sometimes divide the group
into twoto four teams. Each team will then compete to
solve a 'challenge' problem-one that requires a higher
degree of sophistication. They will work intensely and
wnh great enthusiasm inhopes ofbecoming the first team
tocomplete the problemcorrectly. Many times when the
workshopperiod isover, students remain tocompletethe
solution ofaproblem ortoconclude adiscussion ofsome
technical point. Frequently, they will arrange to study
together at addnional times, especially to review for an
examination. Thus the students not only master the
material wnh a higher level of understanding, and learn
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how to communicate technical material, they also ex-
perience the rewards of membership in an academic
community. What creates this enthusiasm for learning
that we too seldom see? Ifwe can develop strategies thai
increase the academic pertonnance ofminority students,
then we will have gained an insight in to how to teach al
students more effectively.
The workshop model as developed by Prof.Treisman
atUC Berkeley and implemented at Cal Poly Pomona is
designed to provide a means to develop that academic
community for the Black and Hispanic student. These
workshops therefore are based on the following premises:
Students that we see in our freshman
caculus are the best from thercommunnies.
This isespecially true for the Black, Hispanic,
and American Indian student since only 60%
ofHispanics and 75% ofthe Blacks that enter
high school graduate as compared wnh 83%
for the non-Hispanic wMe. Of the 18-24 year
olds, 28% ofthe non-Hispanic whnes are en-
rolled incollege as compared wnh 18% ofthe
Hispanics and 20% ofthe Blacks.
These students are highly motivated; the
minority student, especially, is under great
pressure to be successful: both from wnhin
and from family and community who see this
student's success as a reflection of the
capabiifiies ofthat cutture.
The "brightest" minority students (that is,
tJiose wnh higher SATs) historically have al
too offen been those least successful intradi·
tional courses.
One ofthe primary factors that precludes
success for such students is the intellectual
isolation wnhinYihich they operate, The Asian
and the fralernity/sorority networks are very
effective; however, the bulk of our students
have no means by which they may develop
theirown intellectual community.
These premises may be startling tofaculty who have
assumed that students come tous either wnh many ofthe
characteristicsof the 'ideal" mathematics student Of that
they do not deserve our time and our resources: that is,
our students can "shape up." Some faculty may feel that
to assume another posture is to lower our academic
standards and let "weak" students through who will be
unable topertorm in the future.
In the less sophisticated student, this attnude is hos-
tile to the development of those trans we desire in our
'deal" student. We can have an effect on the qualnies
that we expect and demand. It is nol student apathy or
perversity that causes the difficulty. Dr. Clarence
Stephens' Mathematics Department at SUNY Potsdam,
the UC Berkeley PDP workshops, and developing
Academic Excellence workshop program at Cal Poly
Pomona demonstrate that, first, when we can create an
academic community among our students tosupport their
development, and second, when we encourage them to
practice learning mathematics in that community, we
enable them to davelop theability to synthesize the fun-
damental principles wesowish them to leam.
Thus, there are two levels of teaching fOf which we
are responsible: the first, which we all recognize is the
mathematical content, the second isthe process by which
students learn mathematics. We give homewOfk lorthe
students topractice their mastery of the content, and we
judge this progress through quizzes and tests. We or-
dinariy' however, provide nostructure toguide them to
develop their learning strategies, and we test their
mastery only indirectly insofar as we test the application
ofthese strategies tothe content.
We can more consciously model in detail our prob-
Iem-soiving strategies inOlrlectures, and we can create
astructured opportunity forthe students todevelop their
Ieaming strategies through cooperative leaming.
By structuring discussion among students about
mathemalics, we can help them develop a network of
peers and amode ofcommunication through which they
may continue to mature mathematically. In order to
thoroughiy Ul'derstand a concept, one must be willing to
test. that understanding by applying n in a variety of
seltlnQS and to articulate the distinctions and similarnies
among them. By sharing insights, by learning whether
errors were errors of mechanics or of understanding, by
sharing different approaches tothe material, all students
not only masterthe content, butthey teach each other how
to learn mathematics.
The greatest increase inuncerstanding occurs when
we explore new approaches, employ differerttechniques,
and reflect on the results. That is, inorder to learn the
most, we must increase the risk of being wrong, then
analyze the outCllfne. Awoman orminonty student may
not be willing to take those risks rt he/she does not feel
the support of a community of learners or have the
audience wnhin which to refine hislher thinking. The
women, Hispanic, and Black students in engineering or
science, may view themselves as standard bearers lor
their group. Many feel that their pertormance isthe basis
upon which their sex/ethnic group will be judged. No
student will risk appearing incompetent inagrouptowhich
he/she feels excluded.
The isolation of minority and women students isfur-
ther compounded: nol only are they likely NOT to feel a
sense of belonging on our campuses, they may feel
isolated from the cultural community from which they
come because oftheir goals. TheralOfe, we need diverse
ways to m.lture and mould an effective academic com-
munity forthose who are highly motivated yet who inthe
past have not hadsuch an opportunity. Thus we strive to
foster cooperative learning among Workshop students so
that they may learn inthe same way that we cortirue to
Ieam-from our peers.
Specifically, then, we assume that the trans of an
'deal" mathematics student can be developed in those
less expenenced, and furthar,we assume nisour respon-
sibility todo so. The professor isthe one who establishes
the atmosphere ofinclusion Of exclusion for the students.
l.Bt us now examine onewaytocreate that community
in which students 'earn to learn." Inthe fall of 19B6, Cal
Poly Pomona's Minority Engineering Program adapted
Berkeley's PDP model and began ns Academic Excel-
lence Workshops in mathematics. The WOfkshops are
rrnr jointly SponsOfed by the Minority Engineenng Pro-
gram and The Science Educational Enhancement ser-
vices (SEES), and encompass 11 courses in college
algebra, calculus, chemistry, physics, statistics and
dynamics. Each quarter about 5workshops have atotal
ofapproximately 75 enrollees.
The students who have participated have earned 'lIl
the average at least 0.5 grade point above the remainder
ofthe class. Frequently nisafull grade point higher. The
norm isthat 60% ofthe participants earn A's and B's; the
usuai expectation for these Black, Hispanics, and
American Indian youth isthat 60% would be earning D's
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The environment that the Facimator strives tocreate'
is one of mutual support and friend~ competniveness.
The students move from problems similar to the
homework to those much more challenging-more dii·
ficull that they arelike~ to encounter on tests. The
problems selected for the Worksheet are dellberate~
chosen to require the student to synthesize from
homework and class and toapp~ that knowledge inanew
salling. Through this graded structure ofthe worksheet,
the best student Is challenged while those less quick have
the support ofothers to clarify concepts and wnh whom
they may test their understanding. Thus the difficulty of
the problems force students to collalborate. For some
students this is the first time that cooperative learning has
been encouraged and rewarded.
The students are challenged to articuiate exact~
WHATtheunder~ing structure isand howtoapp~ it, The
students thus are forced to engage inACnVE learning,
rather than memori!ing an algornhm toapp~ by rote. The
students are encouraged to debate among themselves
a1bout tactics, procedures, and resulls. They learn from
each other when there are several methods available and
discuss how they know when each is appropriate. No
student is permitted, no matter how strong (or weak) to
avoid this dialogue wnh others. The student who finishes
a problem quick~ is encouraged to explain hisiher ap-
proach tothose wnh questions. All must engage indis-
cussions about mathematics. They learn to use the
technical vocabulary and to correct each other's errors.
When they examine each other's work, they leam that the
process ofworking out a problem on paper is a form of
communication: that there is a standard grammar for
mathematics.
The tnle "Academic Excellence Workshops" conveys
the level ofactivity expected. Too frequent~ the student
who has been among the top ofhisther high-school class
finds that the pace in college is much faster, that the
and F's. Several faculty who have taught the lecture for
the Workshop students have noted asharp change intheir
classroom: more students participate, the questions are
more sophisticated, and test performance isbetler-not
on~ for Workshop participants, but for the class as a
whole. In particular, one professor (who supports, but has
been naturally cautious about the workshops) was
surprised to find that a subsequent class without
Workshop students was amuch weaker class overall. He
found that the perfonmanca ofthis non-workshop section
was a full letter grade below that of one wnh workshop
participants. Not on~ had Workshop students earned
higher grades, but they had brought the entire group toa
higher level ofunderstanding.
What is the process by which a Workshop enlivens
learning so that students are more aIble tounderstand the
basic concepts and their applications? Students who
elect to participate In a Workshop enroll in one of the
designated lectures where they constnute from 10% to
30% of the enrollment. This group of 8 to 25 students
agree toregular~ attend two 2-hour workshops per week
where they will work problems above and beyond
homework. They are expected towork on their homework
and to read assignments bafore the workshop session.
These sessions are NOT homework sessions, nor
tutorials, nor reviews ofthe lecture.
The Facilitators, upper-division undergraduates,
prepare aworksheet ofproblems inconsullation wnh the
lecture professor, and Iacimates the discussion and solu-
tion of the problems among the students. Since the
sessions are designed to coach the students in learning
how to learn mathematics, the Fecilnator, when ever
possible, does not direct~ answer a student's question;
ellher the student is asked another question to guide
himther to greater insight or the student is referred to
another student. The Facilnator models the behavior of
our ~dear student, by asking those questions which a
superior students would ask of himthersell. Thus the
Facimator needs not on~ to be astrong student ofmath-
ematics, but nBeds tounderstand the concep1uaJ challen-
ges of the material from the participants' perspective.
On~ when several students are unalble to resolve the
question does the Facilnator step in. The following ques-
tions characterize the Faciinators' primary involvement:
Wrrt did you do that?"
'S this problem similar to any others you
have worked? How'l"
"What doyou have inyour class notes that
might relate tothis problem?"
"What makes this problem different?"
"How do you know your answer/proce-
dure iscorrect?"
"What do you think?"
's there another way todo this?"
"How are these problems related, or are
they?"
"What other versions are there ofthis type
ofproblem?"
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ourse more rigorous, and that the support offaculty and
ers is sparse. Such students, particularly ~ they are
lncrities, will avoid at all costs any tutoring or other
istancethat mey beperceived ofas "remedial." ijthey
o at all, n is ailer the snuation ~ hopeless. For this
eason, the commitments, the expectations of the
orkshop, and the rewards (greater likelihood ofA's and
B's) are clearly stated. Thus participation of those who
culd ordinarily shun support is gained. The workshops
are all but billed as "honors."
There are several critical elements necessary for a
orkshop to producethe desired results:
The stueents must be challenged wnh
nevel, i""entive problems that require a syn-
thesis ofccncepts taught.
The structure must reinforce all students'
active participation; specifically n should
preclude one or two doing the work for the
rest.
The evaluation of student work must
focus on the pesnive results and provide
guidance on how to eliminate the unproduc-
tive strategies so that all aspects of the
students' efforts lead to a more full under-
standing of how to approach and solve
problems.
The Workshops ccn6nue to aiject the students'
academic pertormance in subsequent ccurses. They
have learned to value the peer network so that they
schedule their fulure coursework wnh peers in order to
form their own Independent study sessions. In these
groups they continue to employ the strategies that they
learned in the workshop: to question resutts, to clarify
ccncepts, to enccurage each other to a higher level.of
mastery ofthe material. They have alsodisccvered that
most faculty welccme questions andstudent involvement
so they are more assertive intheir classes. More impor-
tantly, however, they have experienced theexcnement of
quality academicperiformance and know how towork wnh
others tocreatethat same levelofintellectual involvement
il their other ccurses. The Workshop, as Dr. Clarence
Stephens states, ' eaches the students HOW to learn"
making them more independent ofus.
As an aside,asecondary benefit oftheWorkshops is
the faculty mentoring of the Facilnators: some are now
planning graduate study and some are considering a
teaching career. W~h the growing need lor American-
educated students to enter graduate school in technical
fields we need to be alert to means by which we can
enccu'age more of our students to ccnsider graduate
study. Ft.rther, by guiding the Facllnators t!vough their
work, we are giving them the opportunity to see the
personal rewards to teaching.
While Cal Poly's program is for a targeted group in
the calculus and is structured to be independent ofthe
course, there are other ways to encourage this type of
group activity for all students. Some campuses build the
study group into the ccurse structure as a lab. Others,
where there isstrong faculty commnment, model theclass
nseij ailer workshops as was done at SUNY Potsdam.
W~h some refiection we can find ways to build in a
structure through which we can guide students todevelop
their own problem-solving strategies and become inde-
pendent learners. ij we can create this atmosphere, I
believe we will increase the possibility that our students
will more nearly approximate our 'deal" mathematics
student.
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Pumps, Fillers, and Lenses; Humanistic Issues in Calculus Reform
Dan Kalman
The Aerospace Corpora6on
Today'sslogans describe calculus as apump or fitter.
According 10 Ihis metaphor, malhemalics is just a treat-
menl plant fOf students in the pipeline fran highschool to
'echnical or professional employment. But I like to think
ofcalculus as a lens through which students may catcha
glimpse ofthe humanistic side ofmalhemalics, and I am
coo1ident that many other teachers share this view. Wilh
this aMude, ~ is a nat...a1 reaction fOf us 10 view lhe
various proposals forcalculus reform w~h alarm. nthe
syllabus is made more relevant, more accessible, more
applicable10 Ihesubject areas that have made calculus
a requirement, what will become ofthe liberal arts com-
ponenl of calculus instruction? The advocates ofreform
have my sympalhy when they argue thal mathemalics
departments should get out of the business of fittering
students fOf alher disciplines. But thismay mean reduc-
ing calculus to a course that emphasizes the skilis and
intu~iv e understanding neededfOf applying calculus. Can
reformofIhistype be consistent wilh the liberal arts goals
of educalion? I intend to argue that the answer is yes,
Provided we adopt a broader viewpoint: Curriculum
reform.
Before making my case, Let me discuss Ihe liberal
arts componenl ofcalculus. An educaled member ofour
society should have an understanding of the historical
evolution of the cutture, ofthe forces thal shaped ~, and
that continue to enape it, W~hout question one of the
significant forces has been mathemalics. this isnot only
a reflection ofthe role that malhemalics has played in the
development of science and technology. Mathemalics
has also played asignificant role inphilosophy.
Calculus aners many opportcnfies for discussing the
impact ofmalhemalics onour cutture. On one level, as
the foundation forNewtonian mechanics, thecontribution
of mathematics to classical physics can be made clear.
On asecondlevel, calculus provides astagefOf exhi~ing
theepistemologicalissuesthat lead from naive Plalonism
to formalism. We describe the constructs of calculus in
intu~ive terms, but then present formal defin~ions. The
intu~ive descriptions depend onashared perception ofan
ideal plalonic reality; the formal definitions recognize the
need to creete an abstract universe for the precise
descrlplion ofthat perception. The histOficai context for
the development of lhe formal defin~ions is inseparable
from abroader movement inphilosophy.·The anthmetiza·
tion of analysis at once provides a microcosm for and
exemplifies a contributing force to Ihis philosophical
movemenL II is appropriale 10 discuss Ihese issues in
calculus courses, both 10 provide ahistorical beckgrOl.f1d,
and 10 give a clearer understanding ofthe methodology
and epistemology ofmathematics. Thus, tome, the point
ofincluding lim~s incalculuS has never been10 fiJlherthe
students' understanding of calculus, but ralher 10 fiJlher
the understanding of calculus, but rather to further lhe
understanding ofmathematics.
Calculus can be a vehicle for addressing other
aspects of liberal arts instruction, as well. It provides
opportun~ies for exposing students to aesthetic con-
siderations inthe formulation and derivation ofmalhemati·
cal knowledge. II is a subject whose development is
widely recognized as one of the Intellectual triumphs of
our cutture,and we may attempt toshow ourstudents why
l issoconsidered.
As Ihe foregoing makes clear, I have a number of
instructional goals forcalculus thal gotar beyond impart-
ing a conceptual and operalional mastery of the content.
There seems to be little room for these goals in the
calculus lhat is to come. Yet, aIIer an i n~ ial negalive
reaction, I find that I can agree w~h many of the reform
proposals. How can Ihis be? Inpart, my agreement w~h
the proposals stems fran reconsidering whether my goals
for instruction are appropriale for the studenl audience,
particularly Ihat segment of the audience conscripted by
course work requirements from other disciplines. Addi-
tionally, my agreement iscontingenl upon the adoption of
a wider scope for the reform. I can accepllhe deletion
from calculus of liberal arts instructional goals, provided
that these goals are provided a su~able platlorm some-
where in Ihe curriculum. These points are elaborated
below.
The first pointhas to dowilh the fit between instruc-
tional goals and student audience. One ofthe criticisms
ofthe calculus status quo isthat we attempt10 make every
calculus student a malhematician. Indeed, I fear I have
been guitty ofexploiting the c911ive audience ofcalculus
students 10 further my own goals forliberaleducation. But
as aparticipant inmany facutty senale debates onuniver-
sal requirementsfora liberal arts degree, I recognize lhat
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ereare more subjects thatan educated cnizen out tobe
comfortable wnh than can be accommodated in a set of
universal requirements fOl afour Yea! degree. Education
must include some selection, and we understand that the
tregoalistomake the student sen educating. According-
"', I refrainfrom insisting that every educated cnizen must
be acquaintedwnh the disciplineofmathematics. hwould
be inconsistent to insist onthis same kind ofexposurefor
the subset of students who happen to be required to
master thetechniques ofcalculus. They mey be right who
advise us to toeus on the concepts and applications of
calculus.
As I said, I don' insist that every undergraduate
student be exposed to mathematics in the liberal arts
sense. What J do insist is that the un"ersnies and col-
leges provideevery studentan opportunity for thiskind of
exposure. We have an obligatiOll tooffferandtopromote
courses that will address the issue I have already men-
tioned: thehistOlicai evolutionofmathematics, ns impact
onourcunure,asenseofitsmethodology and epistemol-
ogy, and the role of aesthetics. We all recognize that
collegealgebra ortrigonometry (as usual'" taught) donot
contribute to these goals of liberal education, and we
should nOl be content tooffer these alone tostudentsthat
lack the background totacklecalculus. Meaningful cour-
ses taught by dedicated facuny are needed, not just for
the mathematical'" unsophisticated, but forour majors, as
weil. These should be courses in which we take pride;
courses we are pleased to recommend to our talented
majors, and which we use toshowcase our discipline to
the rest of the academic communny. There should be
courses ofthis type that isthelogical offering for students
who currently enroll incalculus because they desire col-
legiate mathematics experience and find that calculus is
the next coulSe. Then,le/ them turn calculus into a skills
course. Let them offer nin high school for equivalent
college credn. And letus get out ofthe fihering business.
Calculus reform has grown out ofa deep discontent
wnh a narrow part of the mathematics curriculum.
Heightened awareness ofcurricular issues and participa-
tionindiscussionofthese issues isone ofthe resuhs. But
we should not address 0Il1y that part that has become the
toeus ofcrnicism. Rather, let us take this opportunny to
address the curriculum as awhole. The liberal arts com-
ponent of mathematics instruction can thus be a
beneficiary, and not avictim, ofcalculus reform.
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Lessons From Cognitive Theory For Teaching Mathematical Modeling
to Freshmen
May, 1989
Richard H. Elderkin
Department of Mathematics
Pomona College
Claremont, CA 91711
facts about real numbers?' Even our colleagues in tt-.
physical ansocial sciences frequently blur the dis1inction
between "reality" and consequences obtained from as-
sumptions. They naturally intluence the wey our s1udents
think when they come tothe mathematics classroom.
So IIshouldn't come as asurprise when our s1udents
believe they can unders1and everything as ~ ' really is'.
No system istoo complex,no detail,too fine todeterthem.
They are filled tooverflowing wllh the confidencethatthey
can understand anything completely. You can easily
imagine them saying, 'f things seem a little complicated
todey, then we'll pull an a11·nighter and s1raighten this out
for tomorrow.' Their optimism isnothing, ffnot charming.
But they have little use for simplifying assumptions.
They are certain that making an assumption istantamount
to the admission that they cannot know everything to be
either fact orfalse. This they find tobe far less acceptable
and a far more bitter pill than I do. Moroover, atthis point
they would consider me to be slightly irrelevant ff I sug·
ges1ed there might be a logical problem w~h the concept
ofknowing everything to be fact orfalse.
Probably many ofyou are less surprised than I am, at
the lack ofsophis1ication ofmy freshmen. After all, they
are jus1 beginning to mature mentally. Indeed, they are
just beginning that mental maturation process which is
central todeveloping theirworid views. TherelOle IIwould
be helpful fOl us to understand that maturation process,
in order to teach them effectively about the relevance of
modeling fortheir1V0ridviews.
William G. Perry, Jr., has suggested a model for
understanding the 'Cognllive and Ethical Growth" ofour
s1udents. The model contains a scheme ofdeveioptnent
consisting of nine literary ordered 'positions' and
prototypical transmons between them. The pos~ions
begin w~h the simplistic and dualis1ic artlludes wherein
students categorize everything as to'good vs. bad,' 'right
vs. wrong,' 'rue vs. false,' and soforth. It then proceeds
in discovering relativistic standards, according to Perry,
wherein truth becomes relalive tocontext. For example
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Three years ago Pomona College embarl<ed on a
ptogram ofFreshman Seminars ent~led 'Critical Inquiry".
Intheseseminars atmost fifteen entering freshmenthink,
discuss and write extensively. Participating faculty
choose the subject of their own seminars. My topic of
"Mathematical Modeling and Expos~ion ' provokes special
difficuttiesfOl thestudentswhichmay best be understood
througha model fOl their 'Cogn~ive And Ethical Growth'
developed by William G. Perry, Jr. .
Contrary totheexpectations ofsome,these seminars
have been just as popular in the sciences and mathe-
matics as they have inthe human~ies and social sciences.
Mathematically oriented seminars have been offered on
the philosophy and art of pure mathematics, on societal
uses and abuses ofstatistics, onsymmetry, and on math-
ematical modeling. Topics inthe sciences vary from plate
tectonicstonuciear war to biologicaldeterminism.
My original hope for my seminar was to emphasize
mathematical modeling as part of and as a means of
mathematical erposhlon, Itwas my underlying thesisthat
akindofsimple, naive, mathematical modeling underlies
the way many of us unders1and the social and physical
world around us. If so, then that modeling cons1l1utes an
integralpart ofthe way we communicate our ideas.
Fundamental toour expos~ion ofmathematics isour
complete acceptance of working from assumptions. At
thepure endofthemathematics spectrum we emphasize
axiom systems, while at the appned end we value the
conceptual and computational simpli1ications resutting
from well-considered assumptions. Even in ordinary
everyday discussions we mathematicians tend tobe fairly
conscious of the assumptions, or axiomalic base, which
we bring to bear in unders1anding social and physical
phenomena. (Of course in everyday discourse we tend
not toworry too muchabout consistency ofour axioms.)
Net everyone shares our love fOl axiomatically con-
necteddiscourse. Inour own classrooms, how otten are
we accused of having our heads in the clouds, jus1 for
wanting to think carefully concerning "all those obvious
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for the student inPerry'searliest relativist posrtions (which
are just beyond the dualistic posrtions),~ ~riting in
mathemalics can be different than good wr.,ng ,n I.era-
ture classes, because the authorrties, the professors, are
different. Further growth, rt rt occurs, moves inthis model
toward a commrtment to a more mature relativism. This
pos.ion Perry characterizes by the statement ofattrtude:
I must be wholeheaned while tentative,
fight for my values yet respect others, believe
my deepest values right yet be ready tolearn.
" seems thal Perry's model has much to suggest
about the attrtudes of students toward mathematical
modeling. The attrtudes by which Ihave characterized my
students eartier are consistent wrth Perry's dualistic posi-
tionalthe beginning ofthe development ladder. They are
saying that a description ofthe "rearwond Is enher right
or wrong. Inthis viewpoint, simplrtying assum~ioos might
be seen tomake the description wrong. There is very liltle
room for meaningful approximation. Our expectation that
they accept amodel which only approximales experiential
evidence in only a limrted set of scenarios should be
understood as an expectation that these students make
signiiicant strides in growing through Perry's posrtions.
We therefore recognize the impficalions ofthose expec-
tations interms offundamental personal growth.
Consider my original hopes for my students: thatthey
understand mathematical modeling asa part of, and as a
means ofmalhernatical exposrtion; that they come touse
modeling approach for casual understanding ofthe social
and physical world around them. Thal is, I was hoping
that they would come tobe aware ofhow the conclusions
and even values they form about the world around them
depend on the assumptions they bring totheir analyses.
I further hoped they would be seff-consciously aware of
the tentative nature oftheir assumptions.
Now compare these hopes for my students' develop-
ment wrth Perry's posrtion ofhighest "Cognrtive and Ethi-
cal Growth" characterized by the statement of attrtude
above. For me, the correspondence between my hopes,
and Perry's posrtion ofhighest development was amazing
and dismaying. Cleariy rt Perry Is right about the posrtions
through which we must progress inour development, and
rt that progress Is as slow as he indicates, then we are
forced torealize that my hopes were wildly unrealistic and
desperately need modiiiication.
I believe we can develop a freshman pedagogy for
mathematical modeling which iscomfortable for students
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in the earliestofthe Perry posrtions. After a1I,they are well
accustomed toacce~ing some other kinds ofmodels as
correct and useful. Tl7fs and dolls are used by all children
to model a more complicated realrty. Many high school
students are fairly sophisticated users of maps and
models. They recognize that topographic maps may not
be good indicators ofeconomic activrty. They also know
that a refined map might include economy wah topog-
raphy. ' Students value these models as aids tostudying
the world. However, they wotid probably disagree wah
my suggestions that their concept ofgeographical realrty
depends toa large extent upon such models.
We cannot expect freshmen to accept models as
tentative replacements for their realrty. That would be
tantamount to the expectation of immediate progression
tomore sophisticated posrtions inPerry's model. Amodel
as aseparate entily can beuseful for displaying informa-
tion about aseparately conceived realrty. But inorder for
the model to retain rts legrtimacy, rt must not be held up
as a replacement for that realrty. For rt rt is, rt wlll be
discarded as being incorrect insome respects, and there-
fore false inthe dualist perspective.
Just as children pertorm musically long before they
acquire an interpretative maturrty, so can our freshmen
model proficiently independently oftheir progress toward
cognrtive maturrty. Fortunately they are already familiar
wrth many powertti mathematical concepts and toots.
Even regression models and dynamic systems are viable
for some ofthern. Their powers ofdeduction are frequent-
ly equai tothe task offinding aconclusions. Subsequent
comparisons wrth data from the real world fit all too well
into their dualist's perspective. Thus modeling as acratt,
rt not as aworld view, can be practiced by students inany
ofthe posrtions ofPerry'smodel.
Realizing this, we can baffer introduce our students
to mathematical modeling. ff they can achieve an intel-
Iectuai understanding of the modeling process earty in
their cognrtive development, then perhaps they can incor-
porate a modeling attrtude intheir later development toa
tentative relativism. Infact, I hope they can thereiby grow
more easily intheir cognrtive and ethical senses, accord-
ing to Perry's model, toward a more personalized,
relativist stance intheir worldviews.
Reference
W. G. Perry, Jr., "Cognrtive and Ethical Growth: The
Making ofMeaning; inA. W. Chickering and associates
(eds.), The Modern American College, Jossey-Bass Pub.
19B1, pp. 76-116.
REFLECTIONS
00 anending three contributed paper sessions on humanistic maJhema6cs in Phoenix 1989
Peter Flusser
Kansas Wesleyan College
Salina, KS 67401
The term "HumanisticMathematics' isa redundancy,
snt ~, just like "Humanistic Uterature" ()( "Humanistic
Philosophy" would be. So why do we need a special
interest group devoted to"Humanistic Mathematics"? We
have dehumanized mathematics, and some of us are
trying to reverse that trend. It ishigh time that we did so.
How have we dehumanized mathematics? Let me
count some ways:
• We present mathematicsto our students as a
rigidset of rules.
• We tell our students that mathematics stands
here before us, a sal of eternal, changeless
truths that mustbe memorized and regurg~ated
on examinations.
• We tell our students that all mathematical
problems have exactly one answer which can
always be found by following a mechanical
system ofrules.
• We show our students only those problems that
are ofno interest tothem whatsoever.
• We insist that mathematicians never get emo-
tionally involved w~h their work.
• We tell our students that mathematics can only
be done by highly talented, wise and ciever
people such as we are and such as they can
never hope tobe.
• We tell our students that mathematics does not
appeal tothe senses. .
• The 'average educated man inthe street" and
' average' public school teacher believes all
these things we tell our students, and they
teach these things to their children and their
students who believe these things even before
we tell ~ tothem.
• And so most people dislike mathematics, be-
cause who would not dislike a subject about
which all these things are true?
All speakers seem toagree: Mathematics is impor-
tant insociety. I have no quanelw~hthat statement ~you
mod~ 'society" toread 'oursociety". Does ~ they follow
that mathematics isimportant toall societies?
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Some speakers say "Yesl' They point to tally sticksl
and eiher elementary canputing devices found in even,
the most prim~lve societies as evidence that mathemati·i
cal actlv~ies are universal. But other speakers point o~ I
that mathematics is not merely symbol manipulation. Is ,
the presence ofa tally stick evidence ofthe presence 01
genuine mathematical activitymerely evidence ofsymbd
manipulation ofa kind more prim~ive then that engaged
in by astudent doing long division w~h paper and pencil?
To continue: Is the Rhind Papyrus a mathematics
book or merely a set of a1gor~hms? Was A'll-mesa', a
the person whose original work A'h-mose' copied, a true
mathematician orone ofthe first dehumanizers ofmath·
ematics? Orperhaps mathematics was not ahumanistic
discipline inthose days; perhaps mathematics became a
txJmanistic discipline only in the 19th Century after the
discovery ofnon-Euclidean Geomalry, non-commutative
algebras and the discovery of paradoxes in the very
foundation of mathematics forced us to approach Olf
discipline inadifferent manner.
Wmathematics issoimportant toall societies why did
the Chinese abandon mathematical research after
making such an auspicious beginning in number theory
as the discovery ofthe Chinese Remainder Theorem?
Wmathematics isnot important inall societies but on~
in saneofthem, could we then characterize each type of
society and distinguish between the characteristics of
each type? Could we then, perhaps, make valid and
meaningful statements about the nature of the human
cond~ion in each ofthese different types ofsocieties?
A final questiorr Is mathematics a humanistic dis·
cipline only inasman subset ofthose societies in which i
is important? Inother words, are those bad things aboul
mathematics which we still teach our students true in
certain parts of the world, and were they true in the
western world atsome time inthe recent past?
Wthat were true wewould not betrying to reverse a
bad trend ofour own making. IIwould be correct tosay
that we are trying tointroduce anew and exc~ing elemenl
into our discipline, one which we have long fellwas there
but which the rest ofthe world has yet todiscover.
Mathematics Appreciation: A Humanities Course
Thomas L Bartlow
Department ofMathematical ScieMe
Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085
In 1983 the CUPM Panel on Mathematics Appreeia-
on Courses issued areport which articulated the goal of
uch courses. "Students must come to understand the
istorical and contemporary role of mathematics, and to
lace thadiscipline properly inthe context ofaher human
chievements." [41 . The statement ofthe CUPM Panel is
assertion oftha place of mathematics ina liberal arts
ueation. liberally educated people have a broad base
knowledgeinavariety ofaspects ofhuman cullure and
ociety. They are able to assess their own experience
d opinions in the context of human cUllurai tradllion.
e mathematical component of a liberal education
hould help students see mathematics as an integral part
human cullure, not as anisolated discipline.
In this paper I describe a course developed at Vii·
ova Unlverslly, which offers threeperspectives on the
onneelion of mathematics to aher aspects of human
uIIure: the fact thal mathematics has always been part
our cullure, the Pythagorean view that number is the
is of all creation, and the trad~ion of using geametr;
a structure our visual perceptions of the world.
ynopsls 01 the Course
The course begins by recognizing thal mathematics
has been an integral part of human society from the
beginning. Bones and sticks containing tally marks can
be found among the artifacts ofhuman species from the
er; begiming of the species [2]. Examples of such
bones are shown and the speculation about more ad-
anced mathematical ideas im pl ic~ in the Ishango Bone
isdiscussed [1 ,31. We point out thatever; human society
has had some concept ofnumber and some language for
speaking of numbers. The numeral systems and com.
putational techniques ofancient Egypt and Mesopotamia
are discussed. This included the duplication method of
mUlliplication as well as the use ofunll fractions inEgypt
and sexigesimal fractions inMesopotamia Note istaken
ofthe fact that astronomers used the sexigesimal system
Until the Renaissance.
A discussion of place value systems in general
natural ~{ lol!ows. Base 60 has been seen. Base 10
shouldbe familiar. One ortwo other bases are discussed
toemphasize the society's choice ofthe decimal system
·is arb~rar;, at least from the mathematical standpoint.
Students sometimes have difficulty w~h othar bases than
ten because our language for numbers as well as our
symbolism is based on ten. The words one thousand,
three hundred eighty·five mimic the numeral 1385. Hwe
write thisinbase eight, 2551 cannot be pronounced. The
problem can be addressed by waking inbase twelve, in
which there isa language. Our number is975,andisread
as nine gross, seven dozen five. IImay also behelpful to
rem ind students of phrases such as, "lour score and
seven years ago', which has a base oftwenty and ofthe
representation offractional parts ofangles inminutes and
seconds, using the Babylonian base, sixty.
II is important to discuss the binar; system and ~s
relevance tomodern computing.
The discussion of poseional numeration culminates
~h the theorem thal the radix representation of every
rational number ellher terminates or repeats; for a
reduced fraction the representation terminates iff each
prime factor ofthe denominator isa factor ofthebase.
The mathematics at this stage is easy. The material
is important forhelping students appreciate that math is
an inseparable component of human cullure not only in
modern technological society but throughout the histor;
ofcullure. The question israised, why isthis the case and
how did ~ come to be so. The customary answer isthat
as society grew incomplexlly, the practical requirements
of society demanded ever more sophisticated mathe·
matics. The evidence put forward insupport ofthis view
is first that ~ seems reasonable. Secondly one can cite
problems of an applied nature in ancient mathematical
writings such as the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus [5]. A
completely different opinion isfound inthe very interesting
thear; ofA Seidenberg thal mathematics grew up w~h
r~ual practice {6].
One criterion forknowing IIwe understand a natural
phenomenon isbeing able toexpress our understanding
in mathematical terms. In the words of Galileo,
"Philosophy iswritten in thalbook which lies ever before
rur eyes-l mean the lXllverse-but we cannot under·
stand ~ IIwe do not first learn the tanguage and grasp the
symbols in which ~ iswritterl. The book iswritten inthe
mathematical language .. ." [2, pp, 328, 3291. This view
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originated early in the development of Greek rational
philosophy when Pythagoras is supposed to have con-
sidered that, ' a1i isnumber: by which he meant thatwe
can understand all of creation in terms of relationships
among whole numbers. Inthe nextpart ofthe course we
explore these ideas. Some aspects ofnumber theory are
studied onthe assumption that Pythagoras inniated num-
ber theory to lay a foundation for understanding the
universe. The subject istreated frankly as an imellectual
exercise in furtherance ofa philosophical posnon.
Triangular, square, and oblong numbers are dls-
cussed. lt is shown by partnioning the figures that a
triangular number is'a sum of consecutive imegers, a
square isasum ofodds and anoblong isasum ofevens.
Obviously asquare number isaproduct ofanumber wnh
nseff, an oblong isaproduct oftwo consecutive numbers.
One sees by drawing adiagonal thatatriangularnumber
ishaff anoblong number from which we get thetradltional
formuia for a sum of integers
t +2+3+ .. . +n: f/2n{n + fl.
The Fundarnemal Theorem of Arithmetic is stated
wnh emphasis on the uniqueness ofthe representation of
anumber as aproduct ofprimes. Because the factoriza-
tion isunique one can extract from the product ofprimes
acomplete list ofdivisors ofanumber. Thisenables one
tocheck ff anumber isperfect.
Moreovertheuniqueness offactorization can be used
as abasisforproving that the square root ofevery natural
number isenher integral orirrational. This isrelated tothe
Pythagorean discovery of incommensurable quantnies
and the consequent collapse of the Pythagorean
phiiosophical program.
Although the Pythagorean formulation of the mathe-
matical foundation of aU things could na be maraared,
ftsresidue survives in the attitude common inthe sciences
that the bes1 explanation isone which can beexpressed
In mathematical terms. This view was one of the o'aln
themes of the Scientific Revolution and is illustratej by
Galileo's mathematical theory ofmotion.
Galileo begins wffh uniform motion, motion at con-
stant speed, which exists only as an ideal but is mathe-
matically simple. Hethen discusses the motion offree fa'l
forwhich hetakes v : atasthe basicformula foruniform
motion,d:1t From v:afheuses mathematics todeduce
d : f/2 vt and d : f/2 af. Then projectile motion is
analyzed as acombination ofuniformmotion and free fall.
Many believe thattheGreeks made such significant
contributions togeometry because Pythagoras' emphas~
onnumber proved untenable. Plato is said to have in·
sisted on a knowledge of geometry as a prerequisffe to
entry to his academy. Over the centuries Euclidean
geometry came to be the dominant model of the physica
world. Therefore Euclidean geometry isreviewed wffh an
emphasis on parallelism. Then ff is painted out what
Euclidean geometry isnot logically necessary and abrief
introduction to non-Euclidean geometry is presemed.
An intunive discussion of spherical geometry brings
out the paims that a line isa great circle, parallel lines do
not exist, andthe sum ofthe angles In atriangleisgreater
that 180 degrees and varies wffh the area ofthe triangle.
There is a brief and superficial discussion of
Lobachevskian geometry and ffs potemial for modeling
the universe.
Course Objectives
The primary goal of this course is to help students
understand how mathematics has always been aprimary
tool in human eIforts to understand our world. Mathe-
matics has been wffh us since the beginning of our
species. N. least since the time of Pythagoras mathe-
matics has been seen as a tanguage for expressing
abstract models of nat..a1 phenomena. Because the
models are abstract they gloss over some details but they
may also yield deeper insights. The models may be
developed out of experience, observation or intuffion of
nature. But ff often happens that mathematics developed
for ffs own sake isseen later tomodel some phenomenon
(for exampie, thp parabolaasthe path ofaprojectile). The
insistence inmathematics on precise formulation andthe
deductive proof provides adiscipline forchecking ascien-
tific theory.
Another goal of the course istogivestudents insight
intothe nature ofmathematics as one ofthe many areas
ofhuman activffy. Mathematics has anintegrity of ffs own
and provides impetus forffs own development apart from
any utilffy. There is a beauty in a body ofmathematical
theory that can beseen forexample inPythagoras' work
on figurate numbers, the theory of conic sections, or
Galileo's theory of motion. Mathematics has ffs own
standards oftruth, the criteria forwhat constffutes avalid
proof. We paim out how these standards are different
from standards in other realms of human activffy - law,
science, everyday affairs, religion, etc. A few selected
resuffs in the course are proved Qrrationalffy of some
square roots,sometheoremsingeometry)andthe oppor-
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tunity is taken to discuss the nature of proof in mathe-
matics and how ~ is different from other systems of
evidence.
General Comments
This is a one semester course. There is more than
enough material lor one semester and decisions have to
be made about what toom~. On the other hand there is
not enough material for two semesters. In aTrf case a
course ofthis kind extending over two semesters would
probably tax the patience ofstudents who take the course
tosatisfy a requirement rather thatout ofgenuine interest
A second semester course should concentrate on the
uses of mathematics in the twentieth century, treating
such topics as statistical thinking, linear, polynomial and
exponentialmodels, and modern computing.
An obvious difficulty w~h this course is the choiceof
a textbook. Nothing su~able is availabie and I have
written notes lormy course.
Some peopiew~ whom I've discussed these ideas
have raised the objection that mathematicians are secus-
tomed to teaching strictly mathematical material and
either cant teach non-technical material 01donot want to.
tt isasserted that we dont know how toleadaclassroom
discussion of Pythagorean philosophy or that we do not
know how to Iormuiate exercises and test questions on
the cuttural implications ofnon·Euclidean geometry. This
objection seems to me a luxury we can ill afford. If if is
true we must seek resources that will help us. The center
section of [4J contains anexcellent list of resources. We
might seek assistance from our colleagues in the
human~ies . A common view of mathematics is that ~ is
an essential subject lormodern society,but onewhich few
can appreciate; ignOlance of mathematics is not only
permissible but something ofadistinction. The popularity
of this view indicates not only the cynicism of our
academic colleagues but the failure of our mathematics
appreciation courses. We must learn to discuss mathe·
matics inabroad cultural contest.
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Tapping Creativity and Ingenuity of Liberal Arts Majors in a Math
Course
(For Humanis6cs Mathematics Session at PhoenixJointMeetings)
Helen Christensen, RSM
Loyola College in Maryland
scheduling activities without time conflicts; 2) arranging
several people orobjects that have compatibirrty restnc-
tions; 3) matching qualified people wilh available posl-
tions; 4) determining the minimal cost required for a
project that has mulliple option packages available; 5}
computing the minimal time recuired tocomplete aproject
composed of several activities, some of which may be
accomplished simullaneously and some of which must
precede others immediatelyor intermediately; 6) ranking
avariety ofchoices expressed by several peopletodeter-
mine avalid composite order ofpreference; or 7) ascer-
taining the maximal amount of resources that can be
transported aloog existing channels, where portions of
those channels may have d~rent capacilies.
Resolution ofsilualions such asthe aforementiooed
can be accomplished very directly using applicable graph
and directed graph theory techniques: map-coloring,
matching theory, minimal spanning tree algorithms, ac-
tivity anetysis digraph methods, tournament theory, flow
in network procedures. nthis theory and these techni·
ques are presented geometrically, with an emphasis 00
diagrams rather than on set theoretic notatioo, liberal arts
majors, social science majors and management science
majors are soon able touse graphs and directed graphs
10 model situations from their own fields ofstudy as weD
as from their living experiences.
In developing such an elementary course in math
modeling over the past ten years, as an option for our
humanities majors who need a non-specfied mathe·
matics core requirement, I have incorporated an extreme·
Iy successful pedagogical device for enabling students to
recognize the relevance ofgraph, theoretictechniques in
their Mure experiences beyood the mathematics class·
room: an independent project in which each studert
composes then solves a variety of original problems
based on the student's majerand/or personal experience,
actual or 'potential, with each problem lending itsell te
solution using adifferent graph ordigraph theoretic tech
nique.
II is intheexecution ofthe individual projects that thl
ingenuity and creativity of the different members of til<
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As a compooent ofa liberal arts education, Mathe-
maticsshould provide "Equal opportunity for air students,
regardless ofmajor,todevelop skill inmathematical think-
ing. But most mathematics students (or non-students as
lI1e case may be) do not enjoy merely rehashinglI1eir prior
mathematical coursework: ~ they did well with the
material previously, they will be bored because they know
, alreadly and can anticipate what is to come; ~ they did
poorly with the material previously, they may well be
fearful that here they are facing one more failure in the
pursuit oftheir mathematical fortunes. I believe that one
successfulstrategy for enlivening liberal artsmathematics
courses is to incorporate into themmaterial that istotally
new toat least ninety per cent ofthe students enrolled in
lI1ecourse.
An effective and accessible tool for achieving this goal
is graph theory, which has the potential for linking math-
ematical modeling with the everyday experiences of all
stUdents, even those who may not yet recognize the
usefulness ofmathematical thinking ineveryday I~e.
Although theterm has come into vogue only in recent
decades, the concept ofmathematical modeiing has been
used for centuries inthe so-called "hatd sciences" for the
solutionofmyriad problems, the majority ofwhich involve
functions aooJor ecuations, because the nature of the
variables involved was continuous. Wrthin the past half-
century or so, however, the management sciences, the
social sciences, and even the humanities have become
aware ofthe applicability ofdiscrete mathematical models
toa broad spectrum ofproblems intheir fields.
Mathematical modeling,particularly using graphs and
directed graphs as models, isa very appropriate vehicle
for developing skill at thinking mathematically in non-
mathematical settings. A course using graphtheory can
provide liberal arts and other non-science majors with
terms, tools and techniques for learning to apply rnathe-
matical thinking in siluations with which they never
dreamed mathematics could be associated.
All students may expect to encounler in their daily
pereooal and/or professional experience, for example, a
variety of siluations lhat could require such skills as: 1)
claSS are evidenced. One project requirement isthateach
bfthO various original problems must lend ase~ todifferent
solution technique wah some problems needing graph
theory and others, directed graph theory. Some students
conjure up problems that have no relationship to each
other. However, atrend that began to develop about the
third or founth semester that I included the project in the
course was that 01 having a theme to unify the various
problems which they composed for their projects: one
used work sauations in his father's business; a second
used her experiences during an internship at a local
television station; another fantasized about how graph
theory and digraph theory could have a1ieviated some 01
the problems encountered in certain Mother Goose
Rhymes; and still another became Diane Graph,
authoress 01 a"Dear Dr advice column in the MATRIX,
the school newspaper of Modern Math University.
English majors in particular have had a fieid day wah
creativay in their projectsl
Reactions from studerrts over the years have been
generaliy quae posaive, in part because many 01 the
students have pertormed considerabiy berter than was
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usual intheir previous math couses. A significarrt num-
ber o1these studerrts have indicated tome verbaliyand/or
in written evaluations, "This is the first mathematics
course I have ever realiy enjoyed.' Included among my
most enthusiastic students have been several married
women who have returned to college after a time lapse
and who have toond the course interesting and non-in·
timidating.
My original purposefor the project was toincrease my
suppiy 01 applications in the cross-section 01 majors
generaliy represented inaclass section. My discovel)' 01
as pedagogical value was accidental: student's pertor-
mance on word problem sections 01 examinations lm-
proved significaraiy after their completion 01 the projects.
Moreover, many students have returned after taiking the
course (often after graduation) to relate further applica-
tions the have been able to maike in their jobs or living
experiences. To me this says that they have learned to
apply mathematical modelingtotheirme experiences, that
they have developed their abilay to think mathematicaliy
in a non-mathemalical setting. To derive such resulls is
for me a crowning achievement for the coursel
Introducing Undergraduates to Mathematics Information Resources
Sallie H. Barringer
Maddux Ubrary
Trinity University
Undergraduate students ofmathematics aretradnion-
ally not heavy users of library materials for their cour-
sework in mathematics. Ukewise, many instructors of
mathematics are inclined to limn the scope oftheir under-
graduate students' work to·stralght" mathematic&-Work·
ing problems and doing homework assignments. Wtrt
should students be introduced to the information resoer-
ces intheir fieid? First ofall, those students who plan to
go to graduate school will need to know how to get
information on basic research inmathematics. Ukewise,
those students who are planning acareer in mathematics
in an industrial or applied snuation need to know how to
gain rapid, timely access to mathematics information.
These are the most obvious and practical benefits; how-
ever, by using mathematics resources, students will both
develop asense ofthe richness andvariety ofmathemati·
cal research, and undenstand the processes and develop-
ment of the discipline. This can be true for both math
majors and non-majors. By taking mathematics out ofthe
textbook so tospeak, and into a larger scheme ofthings,
this can become part ofastudent's compiete educational
experience in mathematics.
Probably the best way to introduce students tomath-
ematics information sources, and achieve the aims stated
above, is through library-based assignments. Following
are three suggestions for assignments that could help
students achieve these ends. These assignments have
been developed as aIIematives toactuaily wrning papers.
tt has been my experience that unless such an assign-
ment isapproached very carefully, having students write
aterm paper is not the most effective way for students to
become acquainted wITh resources in a particuiar area,
and amore directed assignment, like these, is much more
successful.
The first of these assignments is designed to allow
students togain facilITy inusing mathematics information
resources, before going on towork on aproject or assign-
ment in which thay will have to use these resources.
Students have an introduction to their library and ns
materials in mathematics, and are given a handout
describing these. Then they must complete aworksheet
to demonstrate their facilITy wnh these materials. The
worksheet consists from eight tofiIleen question that must
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be answered by using library resources. This assignmem
isperticularly useful for students because nnot only gives
them athorough preparation for their course assignmetl\
but gives them a general introduction to mathematics
resources that they will find essential in either gradUale
school orinthe working world. I have used tt the past two
years in a course in Mathematical Modelling, where the
students are required todeveiop an actual model ofareal
world snuation. They are expected to do a Inerature
search as part of their project. The response from the
students has been very encouraging. In spne of the
course instructor's and my own worries that the students
might find this too much busy work, they have considered
the experience very useful for both this course and others.
The second assignment addresses the third and
fourth reasons that I gave for introducing students to
mathematics information resources, namely that such
assignments allow students to gain appreciation of the
richness and variety ofmathematics, and a better under-
standing of the processes and development of the dis·
cipline. In this assignment, students wouid develop an
annotated bibliography on a topic currently being inves·
tigated by mathematicians. They would find between ten
and fifteen articles written about this topic over the last ten
years, andwrne short descriptions ofthe articles andwtrt
they are important. They would also write a one pege
description of their search process. The assignment
would culmlnatewnh afive toseven minute oral report by
the student in which he or she would summarize the
current state of research on the chosen topic. This is a
particularly useful assignment because of ns flexibilITy.
The number ofarticles to be found can be increased or
decreased, or the pteh ofthe articles can be changed,
from fairly simple, straight-forward descriptive works for
an introductory class, tomore advanced, scholarly works
for an upper-level class. The aim ofthe assignment isfor
students to begin to find out about some of the.areas of
modern mathematical research, and tell how they found
out about n, i.e. through systematically using andevaluat·
ing library resources. I have not used this assignment in
a mathematics class, yet. However, n has been used
successfully inaclass inmicroanatomy for several years.
The third assignment is designed to help promote
students' understanding of the development of the dis-
ciplineofmathematics. Incontrast tothesecond assign-
ment,which emphasized students' exploration ofareas of
current research in math, this assignment takes a more
historical approach. Students assess thescholarly con-
tributions ofasingle mathematician, basedon his orher
published research and its evaluation by their peers.
They would read about their subject, and enher read or
read about their publications, depending on the leve! of
the class, and the particular area ofmathematics inwhich
theirsubject worked. They wouldevaluate these publica-
tions, using cnation analysis, secondary materials, and
other sources, to determine the impact this particular
mathematician had on their area of research and on the
developmentofthefield as awhole. The students would
then write a short report (1-2 pages) describing their
findings and research process. This assignment was
recently used for the first time in a class in genetics at
Trinity. The instructorand I developed alist ofgeneticists
who had made fairly importarrt contributions to the field,
andlet the students each pick adifferent name on thelist
on which todo theirreport. Thestudents were partiCUlarly
encouraged torelatethe workoftheirsubject towhat they
had discussed inclass.
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These three assignments can beused inavariety of
mathematics courses, and wnh students wnh avariety of
levels ofexpertise. The assignments themselves can be
easily modified to sun the particular needs of different
groups of students or different inslnutions. Ideaily, the
three assignments would be part ofa continuum, begin-
ningwnh the use ofthe first assignment inan intermediate
math majors course, then using the second and third
assignments in upper level courses. The aim would be to
have all mathematics majors doall three kinds ofassign-
ments before they complete their program. However, the
assignments are equally changeable tobeused in lower·
level, non-majors courses. Whatever the class, though,
students' use of inlormation resources in mathematics
can give them a better sense ofperspective on the entire
fieldofmathematics,and increasetheirappreciation ofns
richness and diversity.
Nae: Examples illustrating the three assignments
discussed here are avaHable from the author. Please
send requests to: Sallie H. Barringer, Maddux Ubrary,
Trinity University, 715 Stadium Drive, San Antonio, TJ(
78284, (512) 736,7343.
An Empowering, Participatory Research Model for Humanistic
Mathematics Pedagogy
ArthurB. Powell, aaWlldA. Jeffries, and AJeshia E. Selby
Rutgers University
Introduction There exists much anecdotal evidence to show that
W~hin thecommunity ofmalhematicians and mathe· istening to students is important in improving their a-
maticseducators who identify w~h the term, 'humanistic titudes toward mathematics alongw~h their performance.
mathematics,' an agreement on ~s meaning isstill under Reflecting on the effectiveness ofinstructional programs
negotiation. However, discussions in the community targeted at special groups of students, Lax (1988) sug.
have been skewed toward improving the teaching and gested that, independent ofthe population ofs1udm,a
learning ofmathematics,amember ofthe "hard sciences; common underlying spir~ contributed to the success of
by attending to ~s decidedly human dimensions. There- these programs. i.Jlx concluded that the authors ofthese
fore, aprimary concern ofthecommunity isthe possibility P.'ograms "had gone to considerable lengths to find out
of ' eaching humanistically" Abstracting from WMe's who the studams in these programs were, where they
description of the concems of humanistic mathematics, carne from; what went on intheir heeds andhearts when
wehavedistinguished fourprocessesinvolvedinteaching they worked on math and how well and by whal means
humanistically: (1) placing students more centrally inthe they couldcopew~ problems intheir out-of-schooll~e"
posnon of the inquirer, (2) acknowledging the emotional This conciusion supports the research of Rosamond
climateoflearning mathematics, (3) having students learn (1982) who, in the context of mathematics-assistance
from each other, and (4) making mathematics meaningful laboratory ata large, prestigious university, documented
rather than arMrary(Wh~e , 1987, p1) that listening tostudams can pos~ively effect their learn·
Though these four processes represent a significant ing.
departure from typical concerns of the prevailing "chalk- In a course, one effective and efficient vehicle for
and-chalk" pedagogy, they, nevertheless, are somewhat 'istening" to all students is journals. Certain Iypes of
Iim~ed . What we propose is a broader, more inclusive joumals wr~ing activ~ies have been shown (Countryman,
vision ofthe thirdprocess distinguished above by inciud- 1985; Gopen and Smnh, in press; Hoffman and Powell,
ing the notion of interdependent- learning between stu- 1989;Lopez andPowell, 1989\Mett,1987;Powell, 1986)
dents and instructors. Further, we propose that ~eaching to be efficacious vehicles for a number of pedagogical
humanistically' ought to involve an add~ional, or fifth, imperatives. Among these imperatives, Lopez and
process which attends to the more general, human Powell (1989) described some of what can be "heard"
process of empowerment. Our concern is for the em- from students through their journals. Intheir case study,
powerment ofall actors in various settings ofmathematics they identified affective and cogn~ive ltems, Affective
education. ones includedpreoccupations, disposllions, andfeelings;
To facil~ate interdependent leaming and empower· and some cogn~ive items werewhal students know,what
ment and to apply the by products ofthese processes to they have yet toknow, misconceptions, and discrepancies
improving mathematics pedagogy is a principal function between conceptual understandings and computational
of participatory research activ~ies. Research activllies and algebraic manipulations.
intopedagogy are participatay, and potentially empower· Their case study was a participatory investigation
ing, when they give authority to the voices of studm. since Lopez was both the studam whose journal WT~ings
For they generally feel, and are often considered, to be were analyzed and aco-investigator analyzing those writ-
w~hout power in many instructional settings. To give Ings. In addJIion to discovering that jOl.rnai writing im-
authority totheirvoices and to incorporate their psrspec- proved Lopez's affective and cognllive functionings in
wes intransforming mathematics pedagogy, instructors mathematics, the resuts of the study indicated thai the
can start most profJlably by listeningtostudents. dynamics of the student-instructor collaboration con-
l This paper was originally presented at the writing and mathematics session of the 1988 annual joint mathematics
meeting, Atlanta, Georgia
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tributed tothe overall empowenng effect ofthe case study
(LOpeZ and Powell, 1989). This effect raises some impor-
tant questions concerning components of the student-in-
structor collaboration that might have contributed tothese
findings.
That study also generated a number of questions
about writing as a vehicle to learn mathematics. The
present investigation examined one of these questions:
in what ways can personal, reflective journal wrllings best
support the enhencemeirt ofmathematical thinking? Two
related sub-questions also guided the investigation.
1. Do students' wrllings display their at-
tempts tospecialize and generalize as well as
to make conjectures and to provide justifica-
tions for them?
2. How does wrlling help students tocon-
struct ornegotiate meaning?
To investigate these questions, a team was as-
sembled that included students and the instructor. Inthe
process ofthe investigation, we conjectured that IIwould
be worthwhile toexamine the nature ofour collaboration
and lis quaillative and transformative efIects on the sub-
stance of both leaming and teaching. In this report, we
present the resulls ofthe investigation into the empower-
ing effects of our participatory research model and sug-
gest its relationship to a humanistic mathematics
perspective.
besis of their performance on the New Jersey Test of
Basic Skills or, on an in-house instrument, the Mathe-
matics Placement Test The content ofboth instruments
isarIIhmetic computation and elementary algebra
Based on previous scholastic experiences, many
students in Developmental Mathematics I have fostered
negative feelings and beliefs about mathematics and
themseives as mathematics leamers. A student ex-
pressed one such view as, "Mathematics issomethingyou
do, not something you unaerstand." Uke students in
similar settings (Buerk, 1982) and generally (McKnight et
aI.,1987, pp. 42-49), most students inthis course consider
mathematics not only asan abstruse symbol system but
also an arcane and fixed bocIy of knowledge whose
secrets almost never reveal themseives though they are
expected todemonstrate adegree ofmastery. They have
developed an estranged relationship wllh academic math·
ematics which manifests llseif in their relative high level
ofmathematics anxiety and phobia This estrangement
is also manifested in students' developed strategies of
avoidance which inctude their learning passivlly, inap-
propriate study routines, and reluctance to participate
actively in class. In essence, these behaviors are
manifestations ofinteracting sets oflow expectations that
students have for themselves and that most remedial
programs have of them. For many students, the force of
these debilllating expectations effectively have silenced
and marginalized them in mathematics and related dis·
ciplines.
Setting
This study was conducted, in the fall semester of
1988, in one section ofa computation course, Develop-
mental Mathematics I, at the Newark College ofArts and
Sciences. The college, whose students are pnmarily
commuters, is an urban campus of Rutgers, the State
Universlly ofNew Jersey. The course includes the study
ofsome concepts of number theory, fractions, decimals,
percents, and word problems as well as an introduction to
elementary algebra These topics, more or less common
to such courses, were taught through a not socommon
pedagogical approach. It is based on an approach and
course material developed by Hoffman and Powell (1988,
1987), both of which depart fundamentally from those
wllhin a"chalk·and-chalk" paradigm.
The course met three times aweekforfourteenweeks
and had an inllial enrollment oftwenty-six students out of
which seventeen completed the course. Most were first-
year stUdents, and all were placed in the course on the
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Method
To counter and reverse the disempowering effects of
these expectations, a participatory research model was
selected as the methodological process ofthis investiga-
tion. The process of journal writing complemented this
methad since wrlling recuires an active rather than a
pessive involvement of learners. Focusing on these
processes, this investigation aimed toempower students
in the following ways:
" topromote students' awareness ofand facillly
in the use ofwrlling as avehicle for learning,
• to put students at the center and incontrol of
their own ieaming by engaging them in reflec-
tion and crllical reflection on mathematical ex-
periences,
• to provide opportunllies for students to reflect
on and transform the affective and cognllive
effects ofsilence and marginalization, and
• togive space interdependent learning between
the instructor and students by valuing their
voices and sothat they could affect instruction
and learning.
The investigation attempted to realize these aims by
involving students as co-investigators and through journal
writing. Students were asked towrne journals daily, orat
least for each class orassignment, on aIrf topic or issue
related to their learning ofor feelings about the mathe-
matics ofthe course orthe course nse~. To help remove
the chore-like conception some have of wrning and to
relieve anxieties maIrf associate wnh the quantity to be
produced, students were advised that five minutes of
wrning was sufficient for a journal entry. After adjusting to
the idea ofwrning journals for amathematics class, many
found themselves spending quality time expressing their
thoughls. Only to stimulate thought and reftection, a list
oftopics was offered (see Appendix A).
Journals were collected weekly and returned wnh
comments on the substance of what was written. The
comments were intended tobe non-judgmental and, most
often, took the form ofquestions about orsuggestions on
issues, ideas, and so on that students discussed to en-
courage them toexplore further. The objective was touse
journal wrning as atool for learning mathematics. There-
fore, n was emphasized to students that nenher their
grammar nor syntax were ofconcern, only what they had
to sey. Aside from moral and other intrinsic incentives,
nenher penalties nor rewards, in the form of grades or
otherwise, were given.
Chronologically, the participatory research model
consisted offive stage: information, selection ofresearch
collaborators, background meetings, weekly meetings,
and post-semester meetings. The information stage oc-
curred during the second week ofthe semester. AJ. the
time, the nature and objectives of this study were dis-
cussed wnh the class verbally and inaletter, and research
collaborators were solicned (see Appendix B). StudmllS
were asked torespond inwrning, explaining whether they
wished to be aresearch collaborator and why.
In the selection ofresearch collaborators stege, stu-
dents were chosen from among those who responded
affirmetlvely to the letter. Three students (Selby,
Sheridan, and Walker) did so and were accepted as
collaborators. IIIthe fiflh week ofthe semester, another
student (Jeffries) was encouraged to and did join the
research team. Each student enher held a part-time job
or was involved in a College-sponsored sports team.
Before the end of the semester, one student wnhdrew
from the College to accommodate his need to work lui>
time, while the demands ofwork and other course Work
lead another to drop out of the project. Along wnh the
instructor,the two student collaborators who remained are
theco-authors ofthis paper andwhose work and interac.
tions intheteam are the beses ofthisinvestigation.
Before the weekly meeting stage, Powell met tod'~.
cuss wnh each student their history wnh mathematics. By
the third week of the semester, weekly meetings ofthe
research tearn were held. Atthese meetings, which were
approximately an hour and twer1ly minutes each, col.
Iaborators distributed among themselves copies ofthe.
journals, instructor's comments, from the previous Week.
During these meetings, student collaborators reftected on
writien evidence ofmathematical thinking and aIrf other
striking feature ofanother's journal and wrote their reftec·
tons, Afterward, Powell and the students read and dls-
cussed their comments as well as raised questions
concerning the course. Finally, from the journal writir!J
and class discussions, the team identified twenty-eight
processes that nfound and determined were involved in
thinking mathematically (see Append'1X C).
During post-semester meetings, the research
reviewed, discussed, analyzed ns data These consisted
ofthe following:
• the weekly journals of the student col-
laborators,
• their and the instructor's comments and
analysis ofeach journal entry, and
• tape recording of discussions among team
members on the nature of the participaJory
research activity and ns effects on both
studer1ls'learning and the instructo~s teaching.
Resufts
The two student authors became research par-
ticipants indifferent ways and for different reasons. Selby
responded to Powell's latter immediately and perceived
the project as an opportunity to confront her fears of
mathematics. The following are excerpts from Selby's
reflections on why she accepted the invnation tobecome
aresearch collaborator.
I found the goal of the research project
intriguing because n presented me wnh new
way of learning. The goal ofthe project was
also interesting. Because Ihave hed negative
experiences learning mathematics, I immedi-
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ately jumped atthe opportunity tocollaborate
on thisproject.
Anothar thing that attracted me to this
project was the idea ofworking wnh aprofes-
sor as well as wnh other students. This was
appealing. ·1was never offered the oppor-
tunity to work closely wnh a professor. I
believe that worl<ing wnh agroup can have ns
strong points. Inthe past,l found that working
wnh a group was rewarding and all""'ed me
to benefrt from the opinions and views of
others.
Most importarrtly, I decided to accept the
invnation to eliminate the fear I had for math-
ematics. I hope to learn h"'" tothink mathe-
matically. Being able to think mathematically
seems tobeessential in learning mathemati-
cal concepts.
The needs that Selby recognized motivated herto join
the project. In addnion toovercoming her fears ofmath-
ematics, she wanted to improve her albility tothink math-
ematically and to collalborate wnh instructor and other
students. The latter motivation indicates that Selby
wished tohave avoice and tobeheard as well as to gain
the benefits ofperspectives other than her "",n.
Unlike Selby, Jeffries did not volunteer first. He con-
tended that his involvement onthe College'sfencing tearn
precluded his participation in the project. Though Powell
fell that potentially Jeffries and the project could benefit
from his involvement, P"",elldidnot attempt topersuade
Jeffries to reconsider his initial decision. Itwas not until
the fitth week of the semester thatP"",ell urged Jeffries
10 join the project. Some time later,Jeffries disclosed that
there were reasons other than sports that prevented him
from volunteering,even though he was encouraged tojoin
after reading P"",ell's latter:
When the invnation was extended to me,
I innially rejected the idea I fellthat I was not
competent enough. I also was afraid that I
would be successful. I knew that ff I was
successful in this endeavor I would be ex-
pected torepast that success. I didn' know ff
I was ready to fulfill those expectations, be-
cause all my Iffe 1 had been a poor math
student. Why change? I had been laIbe1ed a
poor math student and I had long ago since
accepted the label, and what's worse isthat1
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beiieved n. I was alazy studerrt when ncame
to math. I had no confidence in my mathe-
matical ability because I was never given the
opportunity totake risks inmath, has always
asubject that I loathed and leared, and I was
happy wnh poor grades as long as I passed
the course.
After the semester statted, after my con-
fidence grew, after my professor pushed, I
was finally persuaded to join the research
project.
Jeffries' performance had been predicted by his
primary and secondary school authorities, and he had
accepted their low expectations of his mathematical
abilnies. Inany case, he argued, his poor grades bore out
these expectations. As one can well understand, he
developed both a lear and a loathing forthesubject as a
way of justifying nall. This accounts for his innia! reluc-
tance to join the project.
During the weekly meetings, he and other research
coilalborators commented on features of each othe~s
journal entries that they considered striking. In most
cases, entries were considered striking ff they revealed
the presence or absence of one's afiective or cognnive
struggles wnh some aspect of the course. In particular,
evidence ofmathematical thinking was especially looked
for. At first, borrowing from Mason, Burton, and Stacey
(1985), wedistinguished four processes, orhaMs ofthe
mind, involved inthinking mathematically: generalizing,
specializing, conjecturing, and justifying. Later, through
the course ofthe semester, we identified twenty-four other
processes of mathematical thinking (see Appendix C).
These were albstracted both from considering joornal
entries and from analyzing what the students involved in
the research tearn did as they worked on mathematical
problems.
The extent to which the wrning that students dosup-
potts and reveals their mathematical thinkingdepends on
attributes of their writing. Hoffman and P"",ell (1989)
conjectured that journal wrlling ismore useful for learning
and best supports mathematical thinking when ft is per-
sona and reflective. Joumal entries are personal to the
extent that they represent the subjective Understanding
and feeling ofthe wrner as opposed tothewriter'spercep-
tion the viewpoints orfeelings of others. Reflectivewriting
goes beyond the mere description and approaches of
analysis. Inreflective wrning, the wrner is inquisitive and
contemplative and searches formeaning.
Attributes of the wrning that the student researchers
producee were not immeeiately personal and reflective.
These attributes were encouragee through comments
that Powell made onthe substance ofthe journal entries.
For exampie, during the third week ofthe semester, Selby
wrotethe following journal entry:
I have to finally admn to mysell that for
once in my Ille I truly enjoy doing malh. I feel
good inside when I can take something
Ieamee inclass one day and apply tosome-
thing new onadifferent day. The homework
assignment in .Chapter 2/Section 2, was a
combination ofwhat Ilearnee inclass two 01
Uvee days ago. When orwhileIwas complet-
ingthe assignment, I was surprised that I was
able todoeach problem wnhout some kindof
struggle. Itwas yery unusual for me. One of
the reasons why I am able to understand the
class & homework isbecause first, in class n
is explainee to me in a very simple& under-
standabe Iashion. Another reason isthat the
worksheets also break up each step in a
simple way which is easy to understand &
follow. I have never had math taught tome in
the manner &methods that I am now learning
from. I love nil
In the above entry, Selby wrote a personal, non-
reflective, and general summary. She nenher stated
specifically what she learnee nor what she did not leam.
Itappears, as she later veriliee, that she wrote down what
she thought the instructor wantee tohear.
Through the process ofweekly meetings the student
authors became aware of the attributes ofpersonal and
reflective wrning and includee an evaluation of these
attributes in their commentary on each other's journal
entries. After Jeffries joinee the research tearn, he read
and commentee on above Selby's entry.
This journal appears to me to just fill the
page. I think that was Aleshia's goal. She
doesn't give specific examples of her
problems, she instead gives blanket stale-
ments concerning herwork. I think this is so
because Aleshiadidn' know what towrite so
she simply fillee the page.
Jeffries recognizee that the blanket statements, given
wnhout examples 01 context, were attempts to fill tr.
page. He too producec asimilar entry the week he joined
the research tearn.
In my problem soiving course this sum-
mer, I got to use to signee numbers but I
found that I confused mysell. It's one thing to
see something as an ecuation, butnisanother
thing when that ecuation is embedded in a
word problem. Why isthat? I thought thai III
masteree an ecuation, I could do n III saw n
ina word problem. Tomy surprise, I found I
couldrrt, Why? Maybe you know.
This journal entry was written during the sixth week
of class, a week after Jeffries joinee the research tearn.
He shows little attachment to the wrning and gives the
reader little context in which to interpret his questions.
Reflecting on this entry some weeks later, he states thai
his motives were simply tofillup apage whilehoping thai
the instructorwould not read the entry. He also stated that
he did not fully understand the purpose ofthe journals or
what he was expected to do. This was true, Jeffries
clalmee, although Powell had written comments on pre-
vious journals suggesting ways that he might use them
more profrtably.
Suggestions OIl profitable ways touse journal writing
were discussee during each tearn meeting. In fact, the
participalory natureofthe research project alfectee teach-
ing as well as aIIective and cognnive fealures oflearning.
During each meeting, students read and commentee OIl
each others journalentries. The comments thaistudents
made were similar tothose made by the instructor and, at
times, were in a language that they could easily com-
prehend. As the semester progressed, the interactions
between student investigalors grew more substantive and
lively; their observations about leaming became increas-
inglymore insightful andelaborate. Inaddnion, as wewill
show in the journal excerpts below, the movement toward
personal, reflective writing was facilnatee by the interac·
tions thai occurred among the students.
For instance, Jeffries transrormec the nature of his
journal writing with the help of the substantive comments
he receivee from the other student investigators during
. the tearn meetings. Consider the following journal entry
written during the ninth week of the semester.
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'5- '2 =
-5 +2 =·3= 5
3· '2 =
3+2
Ex:
I have found away tosolve the problems
that seems easiest tome. Ihave no problems
adding integers, however, I had problems
subtracting. Now, I found that by changing all
of my subtraction problems to addition
problems that they are easier tosolve.
Also, I was confused about making con-
nections to problems, transtCKming theminto
other problems, and about how to link them to
aproblem that would g"e me the same result.
I believe what confused me was for example,
making 5 . 3 look differently, yet having the
same result. After or should I say during
class, I realized how simple Itwas toconvert
CK transform 5 - 3 to make It look like '3 . -s.
What helped me understand the procedure of
transtorming the two was the commutal"e
property and the concept ofaddlt"e opposite.
The concept ofaddlt"eopposites seems like
the same thing I did when I changed sutnac-
tion problems tofind the result
one senses that hewould prefer to interpret the division
bar ofthe fraction, 1/1000, according toIts oon-cperaaon-
aI meaning. However, ttvough the process ofwriting, It
appears that Jeffries stumbles upon another question:
What meaning should hea1tach tothose fractions he calis
regular?
In the latter part of the semester, this process of
discovery and negotiation ofmeaning, illustrated above in
Jeffries' journal entry, was evidenced more frequently in
his writing and the writings of CKher team members, as
well. Selby, for example, wrCKe the following entry during
the seventh week.
34
On page 44 ofChapter 4, Section 5 prob-
lem number 2 gave me some difficulties. It
reads as follows:
Now when I went tosolve this as a circle
equation2, a plObiem occurred.
When I saw the fraction 1/1000, I made
some sort ofmental error. I felt that 1/1000
meant that I had to divide something in the
equation. lns1ead of taking the reciprocal, I
a1tempted to incorporate division into the
equation.
My question Is why does the fraction bar
in some cases mean division and In other
cases the fraction bardoes not? MCKe impor-
tantly, what is afraction? The only thing that
I am sure ofIt that when the number under-
neath the fraction bar is 1, you accept the
fraction tobe an integersuch as 10/1 =10. In
what Irefer toas regular fractions, such as 2/3,
what does this expression mean? Does It
mean that 2 parts of3 are being spoken for.
Perhaps It means 2 divided by 3 CK vice versa
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The above carefully written entry is characteristic of
others that Jeffries wrote that week and, more or less,
throughout the rest ofthe semester. Uke this one, they
were both personal and reflective and reveal his ability to
identify what confuses him.
In the above entry, Jeffries states an example and,
thereby, provides the reader with a context for the ques-
tions he later poses. He understands that to solve the
equation he must begin by reversing the action of the
g"enexponent. He also demonstrates awareness oftwo
interpretalions ofthe division bar. His question is which Thisjournal entry is personal and reflect"e and g"es
interpretalion should he act on. Jeffries ispuzzled by the evidence ofmethematical thinking. In the above entry,
choices before him. Should hedivide 100 into 1? If he Selby describes and analyzes insighls that lead her to
chooses this operational interpretation, then he would create a generalized procedure, one which she finds
have a representation of the number, a decimal, which easier for subtracting signa<' numbers. Inthe first part of
wouldmake Itdifficult for him to reverse the action ofthe the entry, she articulates two concepts that she syn-
g"en exponent. It appears that Jeffries is comfortable Ihesized todevise herprocedure. The procedure involves
with raising a fraction to a negat"e exponent; as SUCh, transforming subtraction expressions into equivalent ad-
2Circle equations are a technique for soMng a certain classof equations. For an elaboration of thistechnique see,
Hoffman and Powell (1988).
ditions. Moreover, in the second part of the entry, using
the technical language meaningfully, she discusses her
struggle tosee and create links between subtraction anc
equivalent addnion problems. Making connections be-
tween equivalent expressions anc using these special-
izad equivalences todevise and conjecture a generalized
procedurefor transforming agiven problem into an easier,
equivalent one, these are complex processes in which
Seiby engaged her mind and are powerful mannestations
ofmathematical thinking.
Conclusions
As we have defined it, a humanistic mathematic
perspective includes the notion that students and instruc-
tors can learn together. Such interdependent learning is
unlikelytooccur througha·chalk·and·chalk"instructional
method; for n presupposes the instructor as the only
authority onmatters of content anc form and monologue
as the discursive mode. Students anc instructor infre·
quently engage in dialogue about enher the nature of
mathematics or approaches to learning anc teaching
mathematics. When dialogue does occur, rarely is ns
purpose to transform, more than ina superficial manner,
the nature ofinstruction and learning. Wnhin the perspec-
tive ofhumanistic mathematics, torealize interdependent
learning and to transform instruction require new
pedagogical anc research methods.
The methodological approach of our study is offered
as a first attempt todevelop a new research model con-
sistent wnh and facilnative ofthe following five processes
which we have suggested are involved in teaching math·
ematics humanistically:
• placing students more centrally inthe poshion
of inquirer.
• acknowledging the emotional climate of learn-
ing mathematics,
• interdependent learning among students as
well as between instructors and students,
• making mathematics meaningful rather than
arbnrary, and
• empowering instructors and students.
These processes are best catalyzed by participatory
investigations. We recognize that all investigative innia-
lives manipulate and transform reality and, therefore,
post that the structure of a participatory model should
skew change in the direction of improved teaching anc
learning. Furthermore, we posit that the structure of re-
search model should contribute to empowering both in·
structors anc students. This imperative implies that all
ectors participate in the research as investigators. Stu.
dents are transformed from objects of educational ie.
search into active subjects or co-investigators. That is
students participate inand are integraltothe interpretati~
of deta collected from their work and the analysis of
pedagogical techniques and approaches under which
they are taught. There are three important reasons for
including students as co-investigators. They are (a) to
ensure theethical quality, (b) toincludemuhipleperspec.
lives so astoensure the validity ofresearch findings, and
(c) toempower students intellectually.
We observed that ways in which our participatory
research project affected the iearning anc teaching aswell
as contnbuted to empowering students anc the instructor
can be iocated in one ofthe following ten categories:
1. beComing an independentmathematics learner
2. learning how to learning mathematics
3. gaining insights into teaching
4. expressing ideas using mathematical terms
S. becoming anmathematics autonomous learner
6. quality anc quantity of involvement lead to
a) enjoyment
b) diffusion of fears
c) finding mathematics interesting, and
d) vicarious learning
7. gaining confidence
8. gaining a sense ofresponsibility
9. communicating ciearly
10. gaining authority
Space does not allow us toelaborate on each olthese
categories. Here we will discuss aspects of how our
project influenced the ability of students tocommunicate
mathematics clearly and the instructor tolisten tostudents
and have that affect his teaching. For the student re-
searchers, participating in the project promoted a sense
of community and increased their quantnatively and
qualnatively writing and thinking about the mathematics
ofthe course. Intum, these features oftheir involvement
led to a number ofby products. First, each collaborator
lett committed to writing and had a sense that others
depended onheror his written contributions. This com-
mnment encouraged more writing, more oflen. Second,
reading, analyZing, and discussing their journal entries
during project meetings simply increased the number of
reflections students made on the mathematics of the
ecorse, Inaddnion tomore writing, project meetings also
increased the opportunities for students to do anc talk
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about mathematics. Over time, we observee a cor-
respondingincrease inthe range, depth, and clarity ofthe
mathematical talk and writing.
Rnally, in addnion to contributing to the empower-
ment and learning ofstudents, the participatory nature of
this research project ensured that the instructor listened
to students. Opportunnies to listen occurred in project
meetings when students read and commented .on each
other's journals. Their verbal and written commentary
were insightful, rich, and honest. The comment that a
student made about another's journal entries in one
project meeting posniveiy affected that student's sub-
sequent wrnings. The powerful and efficacious nature of
these interactions stimulated Powell to think ofw~s to
incorporate aspects of the project meeting as regular
features of instruction. Through the course of the
semester, n became clear that the verbal and written
critiques that students made of each Olher's journals
contributee significantly to promoting personal, reflective
writing. To reproduce this type interactions among stu-
derts requires that instruction be transformed to give
value togroup work. Since cooperative, small group work
isalready afeatlA'e ofthe course, students wnhin agroup
could become an interacting community reflecting and
commenting oneach Olher's journal wrnings. This would
make widespread the empowering intellectual experience
that the student authors had.
Appendix A
Professor Arthur PaweD
Developmental Mathematics I
ABOUT JOURNALS
You are asked to keep a joumal on8 1/2" x 11' sheets of loose-leaf paper. Generally, one ortwo sheets
will besufficient for a week's worth of journal wrning. Nenher your syntax nor grammar will be a concern or
checked; my only concern and interest iswhat you say, not how you s~ it. You are asked to make, atleasl
one journal entry foreach meeting that we have, and, as a rule ofthumb, you need not spend more than five to
ten minutes wrning each entry. Each week, the latest joumal entries will be collected and retumed wnh
comments.
The focus ofyour journal entries should be onyour learning ofmathematics oron the mathemalies ofthe
course. That is, your reflections should be on what vou do, feel, discover, or irrvent. Wnhin this context, you
may wrne on any topic orissue you choose. To stimulate your thoughts and reflections, here are some questions
and suggestions.
• What did l'.QI! learn from the class activity and discussion or the assignment?
, What questions dol'.QI! have about the work W! are doing or not able to do?
• Describe any discoveries I'll\! make about mathematics (patterns, relationships, procedures, and so
on) oryourself.
• Describethe process I'll\! undertook tosolve a problem.
, What attributes, patterns, or relationships have youfound?
• How doYClI feel about Y2l!l:woo, discoveries, theclass or theassigrvnent?
, What confused YQl1 today? What did you especially like? What did I'll\! notespecially like?
• Describe any computational procedure l'.QI! irrvent?
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APPENDIX B
19 September 1988
Dear Developmental Mathematics I Student:
This semester,l will conduct a research project for which I am looking for student collaborators. The goal
01 theresearch project istodiscover whelher writing about the mathematics that one is learning and doing
can be helpful in leaming mathematics. Lei me tell what the project isabout.
In this cocrse.l am asking each ofyou tokeep ajournal about your learning and todo other types ofshort
WI~ing assignments related to the course. Most ofthe wr~ings that you do I willcollect and analyze, and
10 some wr~ings Iwill respond. Those who collaborate w~h me may be asked todo abamore wr~ing than
ahers. Each week, collaborators and I will meet as a research team toanalyze their wr~ings.
The central research questions that I hope toanswer by the end ofthis research project is: Inwhat ways
can personal, reflective journal wr~ings best support the enhancement of mathematical think ing? In
add~ion, there are also two sub-questions that I will be asking about the wr~ing that you do.
• Do students' wr~ings display theirattempts tospecialize and generalize as well as tomake
conjectures and toprovide justifications for them?
• How does wrning help students toconstruct ornegotiate meaning?
Why do I ask students towr~e inamathematics class? Last year, aDevelopmental Mathematics I student
and I collaborated on aresearch project todetermine whether journal and free writing were useful vehicles
to learn mathematics. Based on that study, which will be published soon, we have concluded that wr~ing
can be a powerful tool in learning mathematics. Now I wish to examine more close~ how wr~lng can
support the development ofmathematical Ihinking.
Thisclose examination ofyour wr~ing will, I believe, benefrt you intwo ways. First, the wr~ing that you do
will improve your learning. Second, what you choose 10 wr~e about will inform my teaching and, thereby,
improve the lessons I conduct
I intend to co-author a paper, w~h those who col'aborated w~h me, on the finding ofthis project Let me
know by letter whether you would like towork w~h me on this project. "you would like tocollaborate w~h
me and have the tlme,in your letter, discuss why you are interested and what you wish discover about
yoursett as a leamer ofmathematics. I will collect these letters on Wednesday 21 , September.
Sincere~,
Arthur B. Powell
I
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Appendix C
Processes Involved In Thinking Mathematically
(or Hab"s of the r,lInd)
0 posing problems and questions ,
0 exploring aquestion systematically ,
0 generating examples I
0 specializing
0 generalizing
0 devising symbols and notations
0 makingobservations
0 recording observations
0 identifying patterns, relationships, andattributes
0 formulatingconjectUles Onductively and deduc-
tively)
0 testing conjectures
0 justifying conjectUles
0 communicating whh an audience
0 wrning toexplore one's thoughts
0 wrning to inform anaudience
0 usingappropriate techniques tosolvea problem
0 using technical language meaningfully
0 devising methods, ways ofsolving problems
0 struggling to be clear
0 revising one's views
0 making connections between equivalent state-
ments or expressions, transformations
0 making comparisons
0 being skeptical, searching forcounter examples
0 reflecting on experiences
0 suspending judgement
0 sleeping on a problem
0 suspending temporarily work on a problem and
returning tonlater
0 listening actively to peers
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Abstracts ofAll Papers Presented at the Humanistic Mathematics
Sessions in Phoenix 1989
Humanistic MathemaUcs, Part A
The role of the knower In mathematics,
CATHERiNE GORINI,Maharshi Internelional University.
Knowiedge has three components: the knower, the object
of knowledqe, and the process of gaining knowledge.
Modern education focuses on the object of knowiedge
although the knower is certainly the most fundamental
component ofknowledge. An understanding ofthe nature
of the knower, the melhemelician or student of mathe-
matics, has direct applications in mathematlcs ecucation.
Experience wnh this approach will be discussed.
Mathematical thinking and heuristics, JOHN
LUCAS, University ofWisconsin·Oshkosh. Melhematics
is a product of human thinking and probiem solving. In
the teaching and learning process, those reasoning tech-
niques (!leuristics) which help us produce memematcs
and solve new problems are even more important than
mathematics nseff, because they are the essence of the
human ingredlant--the 'production mechanisms' by which
mathematics evolves and becomes an extension of our
thinking. Conveying rnahemencs by emphasizing heuris-
tics motivates and challenges students by appealing to
their creativity and involving them actively in the process
of discovery. This tatk explores some common myths
abou1 the learning of mathematics, examines the nature
ofheuristic, and offers some examples ofhow emphasiz-
inghuman reasoning inthe classroom can enhance learn-
ing.
Using the historyof mathematIcs to generate In-
terestln forging its future, EMELIE KENNEY, Wilkes .
College. Many secondary and beginning college students
think of melhematics as a stagnant body of long-before
discovered facts-all mathematics has already been dis-
covered, they seem tothink. Unfortunately, melhematics
is sometimes presented this way. We should change
students' perceptions not only for accuracy's sake, bu1
also to promote curiosity, inventiveness, and desire for
discovery. Introduction of historical elements actually
helps to effect the change. Here, several ways of intro·
ducing rnathernailcs history in the curriculum are dls.
cussed, and some examples are presented to illustrate
how this may be accomplished.
Introducing undergraduates to mathematIcs in-
formation resources, SALLIE BARRINGER, Trinity
University Library. Undergraduele students of maine-
matics have tradnionally not been heavy users of library
materials in melhematics. In most oftheir studies, they
concentrate on learning the 'basics' of mathematics,
often to the exciusion of developing any sense of the
history ofmaihemancs, range of mathematical literature,
01 methods of mamematleal research and inquiry. This
talk describes three mathematical atternative, library·
based assignments requiring students to use and
evaluate avariety ofmelerials that could be integrated Into
intermeciele and advancec level undergraduate maihe-
matics courses, and would promote students' under-
standing and appreciellon of mathematics as a rich and
diverse discipline.
Presenting problem solving as a universai ac-
tIvity, GEORGE DAY, Allegheny college. Problem solv-
ing isthe process ofcombining intuition, knowlecge, and
skills, toward the selisfaction of a need or desire. John
Mason's paradigm of mathemelical problem solving can
be used todemonstrate the similarity of the mathematical
process to other creative activity. Students who, inthe
same course, examine the relevance of his model to
non-melhemelical situations and also use tt to analyze
and improve their own melhematical techniques, may see
more clearly that doing mataematics is a naturel human
behavior.
LJ!tusteach philosophyofmathematics,REUBEN
HERSH, University ofNew Mexico. Ahistorically orientec
humanistic course inthe philosophy ofmelhematics will
be described. Such a course is advocated as a more
excning atternatlve tothe tradnional foundations course.
·1
1
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"Mathematics andthe existence 01 God, PAUL R.
MANNING, Oratory Preparatory School. The general
public still does not seem to realize that there is a close
connection between philosophy and mathematics. Pas-
cal, Descartes, Newton, Russel and WMehead, toname
a few, have worked in both fields successfully. The
modern Canadian Phiiosopher-theologian, Bernard
Lonergan, has continued in this tradition. In particular,
mathematics permeates hisclassical work, Insight (1957) .
This paper will focus onLonergan's use ofmathematics
in thedevelopmentofhis 'ranscendental method'. RnaI-
lv, Lonergan's approach to the question ofthe existence
ofGod will be compared/contrested wnh the approaches
ofAquinas and Pascal.
Mathematics and music, JOEL K HAACK, Ok·
lahoma State University. Several modern composers
have returned to mathematical tbeories of harmony to
developsystemsoftunings that they employ intheirwork.
Terry Riley, in particular, has developed a system of just
intonation based onthe first five pitches in the overtone
series. Thetheoretical beckground oftunings and amath-
ematical analysis ofthissystem provides the beginning of
an explanation ofthe appeal ofhismusic.
Humanistic mathematics, Part B.
Mathematics: a slgnllicanl force In our culture,
HARALD M. NESS,University ofWisconsin Center-Fond
du Lac. Adiscussion ofmathematics as asignificant force
in the development ofour cutture, the effects ofthe cutture
onthe deveiopment ofmathematics, and implications for
mathematics courses for liberal arts students.
Mathemallcs appreclalion: a humanlslie course,
THOMAS L BARTLOW, Villanova University. The
course descnoeo inthispaper attempts topresent math-
ematics in relation to other currents of the western intel-
lectual tradnion rather than as a subject separate from
other trends insociety. The course connects with intel-
lectual history inthree ways; by examining mathematical
practices of ancient societies, by exploring the
pythagorean philosophical view that number, and by ex-
tension mathematics, is the foundation of reality, and by
stUdyingthe useofgeometry tounderstand the nature of
the universe. Many of the mathematical topics covered
are common in a Mathematics Appreciation course; the
distinctive feature ofthis course isexamining them as part
ofa larger cutture.
Topping Ihecreal/vilyandIngenuityofliberalarts
majors, HELEN CHRISTENSEN, Loyola College in
Maryland. A major challenge tothe teacher ofliberal arts
majors who have a mathematics requirement to fulfill is
that of preventing simuttaneously the two extremes of
frustration and boredom, wnh one being reiated to the
beckgrollld ofthe individual stucent A course ingraph
theory appiied atelementary level and centered arollld a
'real·me' project that eIIcn. stucent creativity and in-
genuity often leadstothefinal evaluative statement 'This
is the first mathematics coese I've really enjoyed.'
Malhematles for liberal stts , FREDERICK
SOLOMON, Warren Wilson College. I have taught the
course 'Mathematics for UberalArts' for three years. It
is an atternative to the Precalculus-Calcuius stream and
is also an atternative to Rnne Math and Statistics. The
course consists one-third oftradnional mathematics, one-
third history and philosophy, and one-third art and design
projects. The latter are very popular wnh the students.
The approach I take is entirely aesthetic. There are
several goals: to connect mathematics wnh other areas
of liberal arts, to involve students inaesthetic aspects of
mathematics through projects, to relate to students who
aren't interested inthe mathematics subjects as taught in
high school. Students are required to wrne papers and
construct projects in addnion to the normal types of
problems sets.
Cosmologle., FREDERICK SOLOMON, Warren
Wilson college. I teach afreshman seminar entnled Cos-
mologies. It covers different ways ofknowing the world--
inparticular, physical cosmology, depth psychology, and
the spirnual tradltions, By combining these radically dis-
tinct approaches to understand the wortd in one course,
the differences and similarities are apparent. The con-
nection wnh mathematics isthis: Training in mathemati·
cal thinking uniqualy enables one toentertain imaginative
constructions and to see their interrelations in the realm
ofabstract thought. The different ways of looking atthe
world-cosmologies-can be seen as distinct logical struc-
tures. Todeal with them requires an axiomaticapproach
similar tothatused indealing wnh mathematical axiomatic
systems.
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Where are your .y.brows?, SHARON M.
STENGLEIN, The College of St. Catherine. Most begin-
ning calculus students have been successful atalgebraic
manipulation and have found satisfaction in completing
mathematicai problems correctly. Few have aTr'f sense of
mathematics as a bealAiful part of the history ofhuman
learning and curture. A variety of lectures, discussions
and assignments are used to deepen students' under-
standing and appreciation of mathematics while 'raising
their eyebrows'.
Acours.ln lhehlsloryendphilosophy 01 methe-
metles, ROBERTW. OWENS, Lewis and Clark College.
We studied epistemological and ontologicai issues con-
cerning the nature of mathematical knowledge from the
Platonist, conceptualist-intuitlonst, realist. and empiricist
perspective. Arguments forand against the notion of 'a
priori' knowledge were irrvestigated, as were warrants for
mathematical truths and justi1ications for changes in
mathematical practice. Finally, we tested these
philosophical arguments by considering the histOl)' and
evolution ofthecalculus.
The rediscovery 01 hyperbolic geometry, DICK A.
WOOO, Sealtle Paci1ic University. Students will explore
new ideas, develop novel constructions, and create new
proofs by changing the Euclidean plane slightly. Just omn
a region which contains some key point(s) used in the
typical Euclidean construction. The students find nchal-
lenging and fun to form their own constructions. They
hone wrning skills when describing the idea and verifying
ns correctness. This can be modi1ied to cover a wide
range ofskill levels.
HumanIstic Mathematics, Part C
A 'Iemous equellon' semlner course, RICHARD
G. MONTGOMERY, Southem Oregon State College. A
history seminar-course is described wherein weekly
public talks on"famous equations' were given by students
enrolled in a supporting course. This format provided
natural opportumles for dedicated individual research,
Ialk preparation and expostory mathematical wrning
wnhin a supportive and instructive group errvironment.
Strategies to make this a practicai and humanistic ap-
proach whiie achieving quality results are detai led.
Course mementos, including the anthology of student
papers, are displayed.
Student In/lieted, team taughl history 01 mathe-
melles course, EDWIN F. BAUMGARTNER, Le Moyne
College. AtLa Moyne College,aliberal arts college inthe
Jesuit tradition, a senior studies course is required of
students and ns catalog listing is: ' ... to help them
integrate their educational experiences and improve their
ability to express their ideas.' Besides certain specified
courses, Ihere isa 'student inniatives' option under which
'students are encouraged to seek out an instruct"" as a
group, design and pursue aprogram ofstudy which meets
the design and purpose of the senior studies require-
ment.' In responses tostudent requests, we are offering
such acourse this term. None ofus have taught such a
course before, sothree of us decided toteam teach nas
an overload. We wanted to make library research and
report writing an integral part of the course. We also
wanted toemphasize that both students and facuity were
to be learning together. In addnion to having regular
textbook readings, students and faculty select and
present reports and problems at our meetings. The
topics to stUCy were chosen by both studentsand facuity
from a facuity generated list that was augmented by
student suggestions. More emphasis is placed upon
researching topics, and wrning reports for the benefrt of
all participants, than upon oral presentations by sludents.
Students are graded based upon individual learning con-
tracts negotiated between them and facuity members.
While only amonth into the course, we'revery hopeful of
nbeing successful and ofrepeating such an experiment.
Amathemalles seminar Irom lhe Nallonal Endow-
ment lor the Humanll/es, WIWAM DUNHAM, Ohio
State University. This past summer,the National Endow-
ment forthe Humannies sponsored a five-week seminar
for school teachers emtled 'TheGreat Theorems ofMath·
ematics inHistoricai Context' and held on the campus of
The Ohio Slate University. The seminar's director will
discuss this unusual offering al the first mathematics
seminar funded by NEH as part of its 'Summer Seminars
for School Teachers' program-wnh emphasis on the
seminar's format and content, the response rate from
across the country, and the general nature of an
enterprise explicnly designed to examine mathematicai
masterpieces as landmarks ofhuman creativity.
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ApplicaUons, sources and research , RAYMOND
F. COUGHLIN, TempleUniversity. A difficu~ pedagogical
challenge is 10 convioce students thaI mathematics is
applied in a wide variety of disciplines. Mosl lextbook
applicalions are clearly manufactured by Ihe author am
do nothing to convince the student of the applicabilny 01
mathematics. We have developed nom journals and
books a list 01 over 300 applications that present case
studies 01 mathematics being used 10 soive problems in
business, economics, the social sciences and the biologi·
cal sciences. Ths talkdescribes several oIlhese applica·
tions. In add~ion, we show how the applicalions can be
usedeffectively inIheclassroom, how Ihe student can find
the refereoced article or book in Ihe library, and how
furtherresearch on Ihetope can lead 10 a lerm paper or
aclass presentation.
Discussinganddebalingconjectures ,ANNElI P.
lAX, NYU·Courant. Students' preconceptions about the
nature of mathematics and instructors' preconceptions
about the nature of students often combine to hinder
mathematical progress in our mathematics classes.
Class conversations based on observstions which lead
students 10 formulate conjectures and to test, prove, or
disproveIhem allow us toidentify both sets 01 preconcep·
tions and to lackle the misconceptions among them.
Class discussions provide opportunnies foe explorations
01 bothmathematical lopics and iooividuallearning styles.
Such inquiries demonstrate Ihe spir~ 01 what we usually
caU -research- and confirm its crucial role in learning and
teaching.
The communication 01 malhematics, a ralional
and irralional process, PHILIP D. EVANSTOCK, Park
College andlhePhoenixUnion High School Dislrict. The
teaching of mathemat ics isa process of communication,
the purpose of which is to suslain and extend the
knowledge 01 mathematics. It fu~lIs our technical and
intellectual needs. However, the person communicat ing
this knowledge isno! always well defined. Indeed he/she
may be a hioorance and/or a catalyst for Ihe proper
assimilationofIhis knowledge. This talk will focus on the
mathematical teacher as a communicator of concepts,
stress the nature of the teacher-student communication,
consider some 01 Ihe problems involved in Ihis corn-
municalion and suggest some solutions to the obstacles
inherent inthis human intercourse.
Anempowering,participatory researchmodel for
humanistic mathemalics pedagogy, ARTHUR B.
POWELL., RutgersUniversity atNewark. A defining tea-
ture ofahumanistic mathematicsperspective is the notion
that students and inslructors can learn together. To en-
sure inlerdependenllearning among actors in the class-
room, a research paradigm which differs from
conventional ones is required when investigating Iheef·
fectiveness ofinstructional ancIlearning techniques. Fur-
thermore, since all investigativein~iativesmanipulate and
transform reality, Ihe methodology 01 this new research
peradigm must skew change inIhe direction of improved
teaching and learning and empowerment. This implies
that all actors participate in the research which aims to
meet the above criteria, For in actual practice, I will
provide an example of a participatory research projecl
conducted in a developmental mathematics course. The
researchconcerned theways inwhich personal, reflective
journal writings best support lhe enhaocement ofmathe-
maticallhinking.
How women have been and are encouraged to
pursuemalhematicalknowledge ,SYLVIA SVITAK and
MONA FABRICANT, Queensborough Community col-
lege. Mathematics as a humanistic endeavor must seek
wcrjs to enhancewomen's chances for successful pursuit
01 malhematical knowledge. Conlemporary educational
research points 10 a number of faclors Ihat affecl a
woman's decision 10 study mathematics and Ihe history
ofma1hematics strongly demonstrates Ihose factors tobe
operative nom the time 01 Pythagoras to Ihe present. A
supportive fam ily environment, early successfulexposure
to significanl malhematics and emphathetic rolemodels
are, among others, keys 10 foslering lhe development of
women's mathematical abilnies and expartise. This paper
shows how Ihe hislory01 women in mathematics coupled
w~h observations from recent educational studies can
guide us to provide a nurturing environment in which
womencan study mathematics in leday'S culture.
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